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CHAPTER I
THE IMPORTANCE.OF READING READINESS
.The ability to read effectively is requisite to a complete=
ness of present-day.living.

Educators have recognized the im-

portance of.reading ability as the fundamental basis for all learning in life inside the school.

The parent becomes disturbed, and

with justification, when he discovers his ~hild cannot read.

Schbol

workers likewise are disturbed over the failure of some children
to successfully learn this necessary skille

In studying those

child-

. ren who experience fatlure in school, it becomes evident that their
weakness in the reading skills was present at the primary grade level.
Thus, the conclusion~is reached, that failur~ to achieve the basic
concepts and skills presented in the initial stages of reading instruction is an important factor contributing to later unsuccessful
school experiences.

This realization resulis in emphasis.upon read-

ing as the fundamental skill to be taught in the beginning school
years.

The necessity for insuring successful beginning reading ex~

periences. for all children has resulted in the· evolution of the concept of reading readiness, or the realization that there are certain
basic factors which determine whether or not the child will be successful in the initial reading program.,

-1-

"As early as 1925, three pertinent :facts were
clearly recognized; first, that any child who.expresses a desire te read at any age does so be·caase
of his previous experiences at home and in school;
second., that ela11.dren. diff'er :widely in. readiness for
reading when they ente.r school, and third, that many
of them need fartlter training and. experieJ1ce before
1
systematic effort should be made to. teach. them to read·"
('

Reading readine13s 1s the name given .to that .st.age of "develop'
ment. which permi t.s.
t~e . child .to· succes.s·ful~ly .r:eeed ve instruction

....

.

in reading.

Althougla the n,ante itself is aimJle, reading readines,

is actually a compl.ex of many ·variables.

It consists o:f many fac-

tors, some ofwhioh are intangible,. while others ar~ easily identified.

Persons who have given.a
great deal of. .attention to the pro1

blem of reading readiness, and.who are recognlzed authorities on

.

.

that subject, are. in fundamental . agreement as to which discrete fac ...
·tors are included in t_he development. of' .re.ading readiness.
Harrison 1 states th,t it is very difficult ..to- determine which
· single factor is. mo.st impor.t:ant .in dev.eloping readir:iess- for reading •
. She makes . distinction between three. types of factors, namely, fl)

· , those which are distinct abil.ities. a:nd which. may: be observed and
measured .against clearly defined. norms, {2) tho.Se Which are levels Of

inaturati.on .and develepmept., s.ome of which may be. in:f.luenced by school,
; others which are s.ubject only. to the ehi1dt s .matu~ation, and ( 3) those
\

.

-

~hich are conditions . within the child's environment.

'

(

She classifies

these fae.tors as. Intellectual Development, Physic.al Development, and
Pe.rsonal Development.
1. Harrison I M. Lia et le., READING READINESS, Heughtc>n Mifflin·
Company, Chic.ago, 1936, p.5 ..

2.

Ibid, pp. 22-23.

Bond3 groups the various factors of reading·readiness under
_}

folJJ..r headings.,
,, -.l

These are ( 1) mental readiness, ( 2) phy,sical readi/

n~ss, (3) personal and emotional ,readiness,
and (4) educational
'
'

readiness.
ir.agse

1•

'

Hildreth4 gr·oups the readiness factors under four head-

She lists the chief f'actors as mental maturity, perceptual

mat;urity,.sensory acuity, and linguistic maturity ..
In discussing the factors which influence the development of
r~ading readiness, it is appropriate to consid.er first a group of'
factors included under the heading ,of. mental maturity, or mental
readiness,e
Learning to read, in itself, may be considered to be a test of
me:ntal maturity, because it is an. abstract skill involving intelligent
u.n.derstanding, the use of language, the ability to correctly interpret meaning,. the capacity to associate meaning with words, the abil ..
ity t~ anticipate and remember ideas in seqll:enee, the capacity to
think logically, and the ability to recall word forms.

The ability

to remember is also .an essential prerequis.ite in learning to read.
McKee 5 makes. the point that although many people are of the
opinion that any child who is six years. of age can begin to learn
to read, actually it :i,s impossible fora child to learn this complex of abilities until he has acquired sufficient maturity.,

The

ehild who has not matured in the necessary mental traits cannot
master the necessary skillsthrough mere ,repititibon ana·drill.
3. Bond, Guy L .. and Eva, TEACHING THE CHILD TO HEAD, The
Macmillan Company, Ne,w York., 1943, pp .. 24-25 ..
4. Hildreth., Gertrude, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS; World
Book Company, Yonkers ... on-Hudson, New York, 1950, pp. 13-15 ..
5 .. McKee, Paul, THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, Houghton, Mifflin Con;ipany., Chicago, 1948, pp .. 142..-143.

--4- '

Hildreth 6 states .further that the child who h_as not matured mentally will not be able to give sufficient attention, nor will he
. have the necessary capacity for perception.

The ability to follow

di~ections is also relited directly to mental.maturation.

For a

child to profit from in.struction in the beginning reading skills,
Hildreth indicates that it is necessary that he have reached a sufficient mental age, and that eviden•e
poirits t-0 the fact that the fac,
'

tor of mental age is related to· learning to read..
'

'

Bond7 repeats the

'

frequent reference that a mental age of six years and six months is
necessary f.or the child to· have reached suff-icient maturity
to sue(
'

ee~d in reading instruction.
Witty and Kopel 8 reported from a study they had made, that in
their opinion, reading instruction should be de:I.aye.d until the child's
mental growth would enable him to find meani.ng in the tasks assigned
to him, and until the process of growth reftulted in a condition-in
which reversals are few and perception of words and meanings are
possible.
Also Witty and Kopel 9 propose that most children. should not
'receive reS:ding instructLon in the act~al reading skills until they
are approximately eight or nine years old.

However, they feel that

s·ome children wi.ll be capable of successfully creceivir:i,g reading in' struction while in the first grade.
'

.

'

6. , Hildreth, Ger•t'lime, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS, p. 13.

7;

Bonf,G.Guy L. and Eva., TEACHING THE CHILD TO READ, p., 25.

8. Gray, William, et all, "Reading", REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH, American Eduaational Research Association, Washington, D1Ce,
Vol. X, Noe 2, April, 1940, Pe 84.

. -5-

GateslO expresses the judgement that the postponement of reading instruction until children· are eight or nine years old is not
ju~tifiede

He found that through the use .of modern teachin~ methods,

reasonable. progress in learning to read could be achiev.ed by child=
ren in the first grade.

Mental maturation is extremely important in

relation to gaining many of the other skills considered. in the phrase,
"reading readinessn.
.

.

Hildrethll states that physic~l development and condition is
of importance in acquiring re~ding readiness, since a child is much
better equipped to learn if he has. normal . vitality, energy, and the
alertness that results from good health.

Bondl2 reminds us that a

child who is in poor condition physical1y,.usually is quite easily
fatigued, and often does n9t have the energy which is necessary for
ample abd continued application to a task.
Monroel3 cautions that visual.difficulties have often been the
cause of failure to learn to read.

It is necessary that the teacher

recognize those children who have defective vision.

Also, Monroel4

states that sufficient development of the. nervous system is necessary

1

if the ehild is to be successful in .lear.ning to read.,

The child's

'
eyes must be developed to the stage where printed symbols can clearly

be seen, either in a book or on the bla~ltbJoard.
10. Ibid .. , p .. 84.
11 .. :E{aldreth, Gertrude, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS, P .. l7e

12. Bond, Guy L .. , and Eva, TEACHING THE CHILD TO REAP, p. 29 ..

13. Monroe, Marion, GROWING INTO READING, Scott, Foresmanr"and
Company,' Chieagci, 1951., p. 111.
14. Ibid., p .. 14·;3 ..

-6-

The beginn,ing schqol child has to make new and exacting visual
adjustments in preparation for learning to read.

It is necessary for

him to accustom his eyes to near vi~ion for longer periods.

He will

be expected to make finer judgements of shape, size, place relationships, and arrangement of visual details., For probably the first time

.

.

the child will need to direct his eyes from left to right. 15
Audito~y development is another important facto~ in physical
readiness.

Before children are ready to read they must become familiar

with the various qualities of sounds, especially ~s sounds are related to language .. 16

The 9hild who has any sort of hearing defect

must have special .adjustments if he is to learn~

Impairment of hear-

ing usually results in a lack of learning which can be related to·
failure in learning to read. 17
Although the role of speech defects in causi~g failure to learn
;

to read is uncertain, it is recognized that when a speech defect is
)

present, some action must be taken to correct the difficulty.1 8

.'

>I

In order to successfully learn to read, the child must be able to
understand the us'e of oral language, discriminate between word sounds,
dlstinguish word uni ts, pronounce words· correctly .while reading orally,
disc:r:-iminate between similar word forms, sit quietly in order to f,ixate the eyes, move the eyes as required in reading, concentrate on
reading for a reasonable length of time, and listen to a~d follow direction~, all of which are direc.tly related to the physical development
and condition.
15.

Bond, Guy L.and Eva, TEACHING THE CHILD TO READ, pp. 27-28.,

16.

Hildreth, Gertrude, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS, p. 14.

17.

Bond, Guy Lo and Eva, TEACHING THE CHILD TO READ, p .. 290

18.,

Hildreth, Gert~~~e·, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS., p. 251.,

19.

Ibid., p. 251.

.-7--

Tble · persenal ai:id emotienal. factors in re.ading readiness are
tbl0se which can be relateci directly t:o. the child's environment. ·
·Mest of the authorities im this area feel/ th.at. in order to le arm

te> read, tb.e chi la must have ·aequired a broad backgrE>und of understar1di.ng •.. The begimnim.g s.ehooL child who has. visited many plaees,
b'las had experiences. with pictu.res and sto.rytelling, is familiar
~w.it.h. such articles. of ,expression. as. craycH:is, p,aints, and clay, bas
~.
, baekgro;und ef experie.nee whica will enabl,~ him to be more sue.

i

. e·essful in b~gi1;m.ing reading than the child .who. has not had these
0
•

;0ppor.ttini ties. 20

21 lists seven other .factors .which are important in
Hildre.th..
am adequate baokgroumd

of

expe.rienee-•... These seven .tacters are

(cl) particular .items of .imforma.tion,. {2) c~cept~ of space; size,
time, and mone.y, (3) facts, about amimals1.c, people., etc., ( 4) erientation of t.ime and ,p.laee, .(a,) . 0bs.erv.atiom of 'su.rroundings, ( 6)
experienees away from home., and ( 7.) literacy of parents.
Tb.e child who. is emotionally. im-mature, ,or,who is_ insecure for

amy reas,on, will not he able .t@ learn to.read easily.

The,_child

· who does not. have tb.e ability. te pay attention, listen tG> di rec~

.

•

....,

f.

•

'
tions, make plans,,,p-a.rtieipate in. group.work., _atad .engage in social

conversation
1.s not pre.pared to lear.n to re.ad. . A .child who is ma=
'
'
ture is 'able to be .away from home for several hours without fear,

and

is able to play eoop~rativelywith other ci.1ldren~ 22
20. Ibid., p. 15 ..
21.. Ibid .. , p .. 16.,
22. Ibid.,

9

p .. 17.

Emotionally disturbed children who are pressured to learn to
read before they have acquired the necessary attitudes, may identify reading with their emotional disturbances, thereby setting
·.
23
up.psychological blocks which may be difficult to overcome.
A desire to learn to read is considered to be an important
factor in reading readiness.

The child who express~s a desire to

learn to read does so because of his previous experiences, both/,-at
honre and i,n school. 24 If a child's desire to read is based on a ~enuine love of books, and what they cont~in., the interest is a good
indication that he is ready to reade

Although the desire to read.,

of itself, does not insure success in. reading, a lack of inter·est
may keep the child from being successful.even though he possesses
the other qualifications.~ 5
The factors involved in reading readiness are so inter~oven
that it is rather difficult to isolate them.

However, Bond26

lists nine factors which he calls "educational fa~tors", which
are fairly typical. . These factors are:
Backgrounds of understanding
Extent of vocabulary
Accuracy of speech patterns
Q,uali ty of oral English
·
5. Ability to attend
6 ..
Ability to sense a sequence of ideas
7. Ability to follow directions
s .. _ Ability to handle equipment
9 • Desire to read.

l.

2e
3e
4.

C

.23.,

Monroe, Marion.,. GROWING INTO READING, p. 22e

24.

Ibid., p. viie

25.

Hildreth, Gertrude, READlNES:3 FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS.,

26.

Bond, Guy t. and Eva, TEACHING THE CHILD TO READ/ Pe 31.

p .. 256.

-

Some ehj.:J.dren enter sehool with sufficient ability to e.na.ble
~

t~em to learn to read; other children may be taught to :read after
a short pe.riod of readiness, while still other. children may ~equire

extensive training in readiness' before t't}.ay are c~pable. of suceess·fl!J.lly attacking ~eading instruction. 2 7

Before beginning reading is

taught.., the teacher should be certain that the child has acquired·
the necessary readipess factors,.or at any rate, that the most
important. factors are .present....

Of major importance in successful

,reading. are adequate mental ag~.,. good vision, good hearing, emotional stability, and adjustment to the schooL.situation.2 8

Child-

,

ren who are mature will indicate their readiness for reading by
showing interest in hear1.ng stories read, by voluntarily studying
pictures and books; by·asking the meaning of words and asking to
be .taught the words; and be following the printed line.a on the
page as someone rea.ds. 2 9'
McKee . lists six inst~uetionaL.jobs with which the teacher
is conc,erned in the rea<iiness program, namely, training im aud1 tory discrimination,. training iri visual. discrimination, teaching

left-to-right .progression, ·training in the skill

of

listening,

creating a desire to learn to read, and deve.1oping qoncepts and '
a listening,:, vocabulary. 30

27. Ibid., 23-24.

28. Harrison, M. Lucile, READING READINESS, pp. 28-30.,
29. Hildreth, Gertrude, READINESS FOR SCHOOL BEGINNERS, p. 262.,

30. McKee, Paul, THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, pp. 144-145.

-10~he process of learr:iing t-o read is one of associating symbols with meanings.

Beading is based :upon the background of ab-

ilities possessed by the child when he begins to read.

As there

is a wide range of difference.in the abilities of beginning school
children, developing adequate'skill. for those children who have
not made'normal progress, and providing opportunities for growth
for all children are necessary objectives of a program for developing reading readin~ss.31
31~

M9nroe, Ma7?ion, GROWING INTO READING, pp. 68 ... 69.

CHAPTER ·.rI
. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The reeognitic:na. of the importance_ of'. reading readiness has
come .to the attention of the. t,es.t maker~.

Var.ious _tests h$V8 been

developed.for the purpose of determining the degree of re~diness
of children at their. ant.ranee· im schoe>li.. In usual practice these

tests are given. after the children have had.a.fe.w w~eks tc;, adjust
to the school situation,have become familiar with the physical
surroundings., and: acquainted with .their classmates and other personalities
associat.ed with the school..
'
.

The reading,...readiness tests

are used by the teacher for diagnostic .purpose.a.

From studying

the scores of the children om each .par.t. of. the test, sb.e can determine which children. ne.ed s.pecial empha.si~

011

certain of the readi-

ness skills in .order· to develop readiness for reading.

Al.so, the'

test scores are. often studied., in order to predict' the pofsible
·. reading growth of the children cluring t.b.e first. year of school.
Experience. indleates that generally .those children who re eel ve "'. high score on the readines.s te.st .wil.l have achl.eved. a higher level:
of growth b.y the end of' the year,than.will,. those who have .received
a low readine.ss. score.

Possibly the res.so~ for this is that those

children·who show a hlghdegree of readiness will b~ able to begim
.reading.'.i.nstruet.i.om. earli.er than .those ..who show. a low de·gree of
·readiness.,
-1).-

-12For many years it has been @bserved tha't some children, upon
entering school, are able to meet the demands ef the initial stage
o'f readin,g instrue 1tion with success, whjle others. have had a great. ,
(

deal' of trouble im masterimg the skill.a in beginning reading.
Primary teachers, w.orking wi ta these. children,. are sensitive to
the need for the , de.velG>pmemt, of valia. reaalness tests to serve as
:reliable predie.tion. a.eviees @f future,, growth. in. reading.

Several

studies provide.,. the evi.deec.e to. subs.tantiate tb.e significance of
the concept .of reading read.iness, !a.nd ·to evaluate the worth. of
reading readiness tests ir1 pred.ic.ting possible .. reading growth ·during the first year of school •.
Monroe 32 presented evidence from a study.of the records of
85 six..-year-ald children ,in four Ib grades •. She found that the

correlation between reading. achie.v.emerlt, mear the e11d of the year
a,nd. the totaL score on the Monroe .Re~ding .Apti.tude Tests was .75~
. 'Predictive value was greatest.,. s'tl.e _founa, in the classes which had
:roeoei ved the most effective t.eaehing.. These child,:oen, as a group,
also made. the gr.e.at.es.t a.ve'rage... gai11 in reading.
· Wright 3~ .published .a repo.rt om a: study: in which 'tl.e had. o'ompareci'
._five predict! ve measures with succ.ess. in reading.•... His was a two•
.·year study., in vol vin.g. approximatel.y .. 490 . begimai.ng firs t-gr~de
p.upils .•. He uae,d.. the.Met.r0politan.,Re.a.diness Tea.t,, .a pupil rs.ting
Momroe, Ma:r:don~ . "Reading.Aptitu<ll.e. T·eats.t~.r. the Predioti'en
Failure 1Il Begirrnimg Re.ading, ff EDUGA'l'LONt The Palmer
O@JRpariy~.,,Bos.ton., Vol. 56, Se.pt. 1935, pp. 7-14. .
·
·3-2.

' e,f'

SUGG8S'S,,and

33. Gray, William S.,, REVIEW,.OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, Volo
VII, No .. 5, December 1937, pp., 494-495~

~13s.cale l;:>y which the pupils were. rated.. by their teachers, the Detroit
First-Grade Imtelligence Test, The Lee'i'"ClarkReadlng Readiness
Test, and ch~onological age.
His results . show.ed that alL measures, with the exception of
chronol0gical ag~. correlated signt.ftcantly with reading· achieve-

ment.

He founa that. the pupi.Lratimg se.ale .. and. the Metropolitan

Readiness.Test.predueed tb.ehighe3t
correlations.
.
(

'

.

-

'.

Grant 34 conducted. a stud.y in .which he j>c.ompared the predictive
value of the Metropolita1:1 Readines.s Test with the. Pintner-Cunningb.am ·

Primary Mental, Te.st.

He: used 260 ·rirs.t-grader.s. as subjects.

Two

years after these first two mea~ures.. were· ad~inistered, the Gates
'

-,

Primary Reading Test was given.

I

The children who made perfect

scores on this measure were.. given. the .Met.ropoli tan Achievement
· Test iil Reading, and. in some cases., the .De.Vault Primary Reading
Test.

His-results indicate that th,e Metropolitan Readiness Test

m,easures factors .whieh are signiftea11tly relat.e.d to later success

: ltm reading.,. and. that

it is

.on. ·a par w.i th. the Pintner-Cunningham

·.rrimar:y Mental Test in providing a .pasi.s .. for predicting reading

Max S. Henig35 oo.nducted a. study comparing :the 'Lee-Clark
\J\{e,ad.ing Readiness- Test. with experlene.e.d teacher's opinions t4!>
It'·

~,~,termine the vah1.e of each :as.pre.die.tiv~device.s regarding the

~;::.;._ .·~ -.. -· .....~ -~;, ,t/.:v-,,..,-.. "~

lN . 34 •. GrS;n't;, Alb.art, "Comparison .of. the Met~op.0litam Readiness
fist a(;)d tb..e- Blmtmer-cumningham Primary Mental ,Test"., ,-ELEMENTARY
f,CJHOOL JOURNAL, .Universtty of Chie~go, Chicago, Vol.. 38, Oc~. 1937,
pp. 118-126.
. .
.
. · •
.

l!

~·

;fli
35. Henig,. Max S .. , ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL, Vol .. 1, Sept"
~9-49,,
pp .. 41=46.
r,

-14-

readi.ng growth!. of child.rem during the .fir.st year of scmooi. -He
used teacher's marks as. indications of.reading. acb.ieveinerrt;.

He

found both .measures to be of si.glilificance. in predlettng reading

growth~
Selma Herr.36 . foumd. a correlation. of .• 904. between the scores
obtalned. on. -the: J.fetrop.olitan ReadineEu1 Tes.t and- tb.e Primary Battery

of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests., in a study she conducted ..
Kottmeyer3 7 reports a correlation of .77 between teacher
.

.

.•

.

.

.

. (

judgement ef readine-sa.· to read and read.ing .achi.evement based on
the Gates Primary Reading Test; a: .correlation, o.f • 71 between the
scores from the readine.ss .test and thos.e f.rom the Gates P-rimary
. Reading Test; and a correlatiom

of

.60 .betwee.n the scores from

the Detroit Firs~ ... Grad~- Intelligence Te.st and . read1ng aeh+evement._
Lee, Clark, . and Lee, 38 when. determi.nimg. tb.e validity of the
Lee-Clark Readimg Readiness. 'fest., fou?ild

a

correlation of ~49
.

-

between the readines.s. test and. the ·Lee-Cl,ark Primer Test; .40
betwe.en the re.adin.es.s · test and tne Det~eit Fir.st"'!Gr,ade In,telligence
Test; .54 :Petween the readiness .test and, tne. Gates, Primary Reading
Test; and .• 39 betweem the readine.ss .. test. and the . Pin.tner-Cunmingham '

36. Herr, Selma E., "Effect o:f'; Pre.-First-Grad·e Training upom,
the Reading Readiness. ·and Reading. Achievement Among SpanishAm~rican Childrent•, ,TOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL .PSYCHOLOGY, Warwick
and York, Bal.tlmore, Md •. , Vol. 31, 'Dec .• 1940, pp. 653-664.
37. Kottmeyer,·: William, ttReadiness for Reading••, ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH REVIEW; National Council,of Teachers of.English, Chicago,
No. 24, Oct., 1.947, pp. 355-358. ,
·

38 •. Lee, J. Murray,,. Cl.ark, Willis .w., .and. Lee, D0rris · MSJ'i
"An Experimental Study of Certain Factors Influencing Reading
Readiness 11 , ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL, Vol. 34, May·,d934, pp. 656-66e
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Primary Mental Test. _ From their result.,s tney express the opinion
that the teacher, the -pe;cent4ge of failure, the_- teaching methods,.
and the types -of learnil'l,i: ac.tlvi.tie.s, a.l.l. afi'ect the extent to
which possible reaci_img growth can be predicted.
Petty39 conducted a s.tuj.y .. us.ing 102 first graders as etj.bjeets
in which .the Harringt.on Revision: of .the. Bine..t.,...Simon Test ,was ·used

as ameasure of intelligence; Peck.asdManuel's Non-Language
Prediction Test for Young. Children, and the Le.e-Clark Reading Readi ... ·
n~ss Test. were .-the other meas.urea use.d •.... TeacherJ.s... marks were used
as am indication

of

read(,:;ig growth-..

Although her .. results indicated

.f.airly significanttrelationships. between the predietlve 'devices
and .reading ~chievement, it. yas also imdicated .that home, social,
'

'

health, disciplinary, or pers.ona1ity pro.bl.ems. affect the read.ing ·
growth of children.
.
40. state
·
Carr and· Michaels
that they ha:ve discH>veree. teacher• s

observat.ions to be .Just ,as useful ..as reading .r~.adiness tests in
predict.ing. possible re.ad,ing growth.. They, express the opinion that
reading ... readiness te.sta. will . have .t.o . b.ec.ome .more. a.ccurate measures
before they will be defini'.t.ely. .supe.rior. to intelligent observation
and judgement by the teacher.

I~ consi~~ring trie.i~lue. of .. the.'r.eading~r.eadiness te.st ~s a
pr~dictiv.e device,. it - must .be .kept. in. mind that there are many
factors to be considered., which cause variation in the findings
\

~

39. Petty, Mary Clare, JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, Vol.
30, March 193,9, pp. 215-228.
·

40. Carr, John and Michaels, Matilda.!/ ELEMENTARY ENGLISH
REVIEW, Vol. VIlI, April 1941, pp. 133-138.
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of research..

Hildreth41 observes· that the .correlations are usually

higher when the ~eadiness test and the achievement test used were
developed by the. same author.

Also,..the prediction of reading

growth depends. upom. the .teacher, the teaching methods, and how
readin$ is taught •
. . . and
·
.
.
42 expres.s. the.. op.inion .that readiness
Fendrick
McGlad.e
tests add .li ttl.e to intelligence tests 'as . .p.redi.ctive measures, and
Ga:bes43says that the teacher, will profit. from reading-readine-ss
tes'ts .if he concerns himself with the pupi.ls. 1• s.tatus in each test
· given, then arranges .his work· to con:form to it..
.

Test: results
'

'

should not be followed b~lndly; all of -the. factors influencing .
reading growth should be:, cons,idered :when predicting possi'ti>le reading achieveme.n.t of fir.st graderE:i".
In spite of the. lack o.f uniform! ty in re.su.l ts of various

studies, the reality.of the'existence of reading. readiness is the
established fact • . Too, the importance of. an ade,quate readiness
in mee.,ting the. initial demands o.f tne basal reading program cannot
be denied.

The improveme.nt of techniques a:nd de~lees .for determin-

ing reading re.adlness. to. the .end that better prediction· of.·success
may be achie.ved. is. the challe.ng.e. issued to alLworkers in education ..
It ls in answer. to this. challenge that the wri te:r seeks to make· a

eontributiom.
42. Fendrick, Paul. and Me Glade, Cha:rles., ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
JOURNAL, Vol. 39, Nov., 1938,pp. 187-94.
-~
I

43. Gray, William, ,REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, Vol.
VII, No$ 5, Dec., 1937, pp. 494-495e
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CHAPTER III
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE
The Pr:roblem
'

The purpose of this paper is to review. the reading readiness
problem with special ref'erence to its importance as a determinant
at entrance to f'irst grade.

A number of studies relattng to the

readiness problem have been discussed in the preceding pages •. The
study_ which is to be reported. upon here is the result_ of the interest.,
on the part _of the author, in matters of reading readiness and the
factors· related to readiness.

This is the. report of a,study of a

sample of first-grade childre_n in tne Danville, Illinois Public
Schools, with referebee to t~ose'facto~s which r~late to ~eadin~
readiness and growth, specifically, chronological ,age, mental age,

·f.Q.,

and reading readiness as indicated by test scores.

Als6

contain.ed in the study are the case-analyses .of twenty-two selected
children, with particular reference to the inter-:relatio~ship of tq.e
reading readiness factors, gathered from objective data, combined
with social and emotional factors, .gathered from anecdotal evidence,
subjectively interpreted.

=17-
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. The P0pula.tion

21. ~. Study

The test data for this study was collected durimg the school
year 1954-55 •.. A group of 100 children,. drawn from the enrollment'
0

of the first. grades ef the. Grant,. Daniel., and Li:acolm Schools
comprised the population front which the data .was eolle,eted for this
study.

These schools were selected becau.se.'the first-grade tea-

chers s.howed a willimgme.s.s ..to c.00.pe.rate. 11\l the collectiom of' the
data...

The s~mple includes. children who were enrolle_d in five f'irst-

grade. classes within tb.e.se scho.ols., and indicates . tb.e growth of
those chi.ldren who were enro.lled, .who are e.nrolled new, and who
.

I

,·

w111 · be enrolled in these schools in the future . , provided tb.e pc,p ...
ulati.o.n, teachers, :and the cond.i.tions in. the area remain the same •.
The group, in eco.n.omic. status.,·. extends. f'rom the uppen-middle level
.

I

.

to an extremely,. low, economic level.
factory l~borers.

The majority are children of

many cases/ both parents w.ork,' and im a sub-

Ir(

stantial number.of' cases,the children.do not liv:e with both -parent,s, or, are living with. :foster pa.rent.s,. as a -r,sult of' death,
di.voree~ or abandonment •
. ·. Materials
The Harrison""StrouciL Re.a.ding Readiness Teti ts:*·
The Harris.on ...str.o.ud. Reading Readiness .. Tests. we~e u,ea to determin~. readiness' for reading..

The test i:s published. in. three separate

· bookle.ts .•. In .adminis.tering the. tests, the. children. are directed to
draw a ·11ne under a word or picture, or t.o draw a l.ine from one word
or pieture to another.

-19The Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Battery is designed to
evaluate some of the specific abilities and skills that children
use in beginning reading~
.group tests:

The battery consists of the following

/
I. Making Visual Discriminations
a. Attention Span Controlled
b .. Attention Span Uncontrolled
II .. Using the Context.
III. 1\1ald.ng Auditory Discriminations
IV. Using Context and Auditory Clues

v.

Using Symbols.

In tests II, III, IV, and V, it is necessary that the children
•I

h~ve some skill in using ,pictures.,

Some degree of ability in the
,

I

use of listening skills is required in following the directions
-for all the tests.

The examinat.ion of detailed pictures and word

forms proceeds from left-to"."right in all the tests, therefore, three
specific skills are indireetly evaluated in tests which measure
other skills directlye

The three skills which are measured indi1re"ctly

are (1) using pictures, (2) listening skills, and (3) left-to-right
progression ..
In test V, the. pupil's skill in making. necessary associations,
to rel~:tJ.~ a symbol to the idea or things for. which it stands, is
meisured.

According to the test manual, Test V, was added to the

'others because it would give information of value in determining the
readiness of a child to use a sight vocabulary effecti~ely in meaningful reading.
{:· A copy of this test is included in the Appendix.,
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The Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test was publishe_d in
This test, developed by 1\1. Lucile Harrison and James B ..

1949.

Stroud, is designed to serve three f,unei,li;,ions.

These three basic

functions are:
1.

to determine whether the s_pecific readiness skills
aresuffieiently well developed so that the pupil
can profitably enter the initial period of reading
instruction, using aby modern reading series,

2.

to determine in what group.in the first grade the
pupil should be placed for in_stPuction, and

3s

to find in which of the skills the pupil must have
further training before or .duri.ng the initial reading ~eriod.

--

According to the authors, this test gives indication of the
extent to which tq.e child has mastery of those specific-skills he
needs for learning to read4

No provisibn is made for averaging

the scores received on the various tests.

Each Qhild is given a

percentile ranking for.· each of. the. five tests of the series; when
'

the scores for the series are tabulated, each child is classified
according to the percentile rankings he received.

Five classifi-

-ca.13,1.~D~Licnto which the children are placed have been set up.
,.
· are:

These·

Type

I:

Percentile rank of 75 or above in all ·the tests

Type

II:

Percentile rank of 50 or above in all the tests

Type III:
Type

IV:

Percentile rank of· 50·or above in_ all but one or
two of the tests
Percentile rank of 50 or above in only one or
two of the tests
'",

Type

V:

Percentile rank of 25 or below ,im three or more
of the testso
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For each classification, the authors make certain recommenda. tions, as indicated below.
Type

·r:

The child shall be placed with a group of
pupils who will require no special instr:uction in any of the specific skills. tested.,
other than that which will follow in the
regular program of r&ading instruction.

Ty:pe

II:

The pupi'l shall be placed in a group where he
can receive further training in those skills
for which his percentile score is below 75.

Tyl)e III:

The only distinction between Types II and III,
is i?ll tne amount of emphasis in those skills
in which the child ranked below the 50th percentile.,

Type

IV:

This pupil shall have an extended readiness
progr~m in a non-reading group within the
first' grade.

Type

V:

This pupil s·hould have another whole year of
readiness instruction.,

The California Test o.f, Mental Maturity:*
The California Test of Mental Maturity (Short Form) was
administered to the group.

This battery consists o.f seven group
'

tests~

Tests 1, 2, and 3 are concerned with abilities not related

to language; from the total scores on these three tests it is
possible to determine a mental age for non-language factors.

Tes~s

4, 5., 6, and 7 measure abilities which are related to language;
from the total a.cores on these tests, it is possib.le to determ;i.ne
a mental age for language f a.ctors..

An I .Q .. can be determined. by

using the data obtained from the ~ntire taste
*

A copy of this test is in6luded in the Apperidix~

The Gates Primary Reading Test:*
The Gates Primary Reading Test was administered to measure
reading growth achieved.

This test measures three important

aspects of reading at the early primary stage, namely, word recognition, sentence reading, and paragraph reading.

This test was

developed by Arthur I. Gates, and, according to the author, primarily for diagnostic purposes in'order to indicate the type of
training needed by the individual child.

The.test is published

in three booklets, each of which measures a different phase of
0

reading ability.
Type.

I.

Type

II.

Type

III.

These are:
Word Recognition: This test is designed to
sample the ability to read words representative
of the priiary vocabulary.
Sentence Reading: This test measures the
ability to read sentences of increasing
length and complexity.
,Paragraph Reading: This test requires t'be
reading and understanding of paragraphs,
except the first exercises,· which are single
sentences.

These tests are designed to measure general competence or power
in each of the three aspects of reading described.

Since the

time allowed for each test is generous, the tests are not rate
tests; they are primarily tests of the range, accuracy, and level
or power of reading ability.

Since speed is correlated pos·itively

with range, ·accuracy, and power of reading, the tests tend to
measure speed in some degree.

The raw scores 6btained on this

test may be transposed into reading grade-levels.

*

A copy df this test is included in the appendix.

;

Procedure
No particular method of selection was used in determining
which children from the.first-grades of the Danville Public
Schools sh6uld be included in the study.

The language arts

supervisor contacted various first-grade teachers, and those in
the Daniel, McKinley, Lincoln, and Grant Schools were willing to
give the necessary tests.

Tests at the start of the study were

given to 150 children, but complete data is available on only
100 children who completed the final stages of the study.

Some

children were out of school when some tests were given, other
children left school during the progress of the study.
In October, 1954, the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readineas Tests
were administered to the group.

This was done at a certain time

in conjunction with the reading readiness program carried out in
the Danville Public Schools.

At the time the tests were admin-

istered, the children were to be found in all stages of r~adiness
development, a normal condition which could
group.

be

expected of any

Some of the children were well advanced in the readiness

program, others were sti.11 in the early stages of readiness.
In February, 1955, the California Test of Mental Maturity was
administered.

Thi.s test,· also, was given as part of the regular

testing program carried on in the schools.
test

ye,:r,e

The data from this

then recorded as, part of the necessary information for

the study.
In M.ay, 1955, the Gates Primary Reading Test was administered.
These tests, along with the scores for each child, were then sent
.,..

to the author for us~ in the study.

!n administering all. except the Gates Primary Reading Test,
the children were tested in groups not to exceed fifteen in number.

·The Gates Test was adm~pistered to all pupils in the room

at :one time.

The teachers administered each of the tests.

The

Harrison-Stroud Test and the California Mental Maturity Test·'were
administered at one sitting,· taking 1/2 day for each test.

The

Gates Test was given in three.different sittings, on three consecut i ve · days.

However, no attempt was made to control the time

of ·administering this test.

(

Observation of the children for the

case-study analysis was attempted only for that portion of the
sample which was· attending the Grant Elementary School.

Of this part of the total sample of children which were·under
study, 44 were present a·t various times of the year.· However,
transiency and illness removed half of the group so that~complete
data

we=r,e

available· on only 22.

These 22 children were .studied

with regard to any social and emotional factors which might
influence their reading growth.

The home situation of each of

these children was considered, as well as the influence of
. physical factors which may have affected,' progress in reading.
From the information gathered from an analysis of this limited
sample, the author has attempted to determine to what extent
: persona1·and emotional factors influence reading readine~s and·
( growth.
'
The following
chapter will present.the results obtained from

this study.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The tabulated data collected for this study is presented
in the master table (Table I) which follows on the next pages.
Information is presented for the 100 fir~t-grade pupi'ls for whom
the data is complete.

In columnar fashion, starting at the ex-

left, the headings are read as follows:

trerme1

1. Name
2. rschool
3. Chronological age
4. Mental age
5., I.Q ..

6. Total score on Harrison-Strc>Ud
Reading Readiness Tests
7. Score, Test Ia
8. Score, Test Ib
9. Score, Test II
10. Score, Test III
11. Scor~~ Test IV
. 12 .. Score, Te•t V
13. Classification
14. Total score on Gates Primary
Reading Tests
15 .. Test I, Word Recognition
16.. Test II, Sentence Reading
17. Test III, Paragraph Reading
The centile ranks for each section of the Harrli.son-Str.oud
Reading Readiness Test may,be obtained by consulting the table
on page 8 of the manual of directions for administering:the
tests.

This· manual appears in the Appendix .. ·
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The table is to be read as follows:

C. W., a pupj,.l at Daniel

School, is 94 months old, b.as a mental age of 93 months, and· hasan I.,Q. of 98 •. She received a. tota~ score of. 90 on the HarrisonStroud Reading Readine~ts Tests; -she scorecl 14 on Test" Ia; .15 on
Test Ib; 17 on Test II; 13 on Test -r'rI; 14 oD Test IV; and 18 on
Test V.

She was classifieid as Type II..

Gates Primary Readi~g cTest was '7~.

Her total score on the

She scored '28 on Test I;' 31 on

Test II; and 14 on Test III.
The .fifth child, M. P ., is a pupil at Daniel School.

He has

.

a chronological age of 93 months, a mental age of 95 months, and
an I.Q,. of 102.

He received a total s-core of 91 on the Harrison-

Stroud Reading Readiness Test, with a score of 13 on Test Ia; 15
on.Test Ib; 17 on .Test II; 14 on Test III; 14 on Test IV; and 18
on Tes"t

-

v.

He was , classified as Type II.

His total score on the

Gates Primary Reading Test was 67;. he scored 24 on Test

I; 21 on

Test II; and 22 on Test III.
The twelfth e,hild, N.

w.,

is a pupil at Grant School.

She

has a chronological age of 86 months, a mental age of 87 months,·
and an I.Q.l of 101..

Her total score on the Harrison-Stroud
Reading
.
.

Readiness Tests was 65; she 'scored lO on Test Ia;' 7 on Test' Ib;
16 on Test II; 7 on T•st III; 9 on Test IV; and 16 on Test
was classified as Type V..
Reading Test was 36·.
8 on Test III.

v.

She

Her total score on the Gates Prii!nary

She scored 8 on· Test I; 20 on .'Fe~t: II; ·and
.,. ;·

MASTER TABLE OF DATA COLLECTED FOR THE STUDY
THE CHILDREN ARE LISTEp <J}gg_oRDJ:NG TO CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
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Table II
----'

Mean

Rane

C. A.

94-71

113-50.
·1'

:

I. Q.

R. R.
Word
Reeognition

1.08

101-40

12 •. 65

,,

-

1 ·,·

.90

i.

42 ... 0

24.08

1.71

Sentence
Readin

39=3

.85

·. 25-1

.84.

8.31

21.• 30.

R .. A.

.59

1.51

·~t

In TabifL II , a.:the>·t-~ »-· ..~~er1'.enamge ,- mean, and _standard deviation
1

·;.', J.f"j{t~i·' • ·:. ·c) '',·,t: ,'"~
'

.

I;

. '.

for each of the variab.l.es,':ls sh0wn.
~}, .,,J

....

The standard error of the

l •,

mean

.

and standard deMiatiem
'

: ; t'/J'f'

l. '

a-re also shown.,

The standard error

,:

indicates that if . futrult'e:-,sa,mples. of the same . size. were . taken from
2~( . ~ t:
·
the same p0pulatiom,1n ':t,fae".sa.me.manner; we wouldexpect that, in
997 cases, out of 100@., t.he, ·t,Vtie ;m~a:m ·or deviation would be contained

,w.i thin

the limits

or!3~of the. mean or deviatiom obtained for this

Reference to Table· II reveals that the mean or average chronological age for.this ample is 79.ll.

If

the distribution were

'

normal, 68.27?h of the ages would fall within the limits
from the mean.

er± 5.91

In this sample, 7©% of the ages fall within these

limits, or between the limits 0f 73.20.... 85.0l. . This indicates that·
this distribution, altho:g.gh somewhat_symme_tri.cal, does deviate

slightly :f'r'.om. the normal:.: -, The distribution. of. ea.ch of the variables
shows this sligh-t deviation..
within the limits

Seven.ty per.ce.nt of the I .Q. 's fall

or110x ~rom the .. i;nean; seventy.-stx percent of the

reading readiness scores ..fall within± I~ from the mean, and 63~ of

the score.a .ob.tai.ned .from the. Ga.tea Primary Re.ading ..':rest fall withim

±ldx from the mean.

The fae-tor which shows a de.fin! te ind'luemee
I

,

·

rt

upon each of. the variables. is .the. numb.e.1:9 of .o.ver ... age children whe
were included in the group.

The pelie.y in_ ,the Danville Public

Schools of retaining those~.pupi.ls who ha.ve no:t achieved''suf'fieient
growth, resulted in 23. of the 100. children .being .o.lder than we would
normally expect to find in. a, group of..first ... grade children.
/

In Table III, on the following.page,-,the eoefficient of eorI

. re latlon be twe.e.n. pal.rs .. of -the vari.abl:es is 5 .s.hown •' _ The Produe t-Moment
Formula for Ungraupe.d Data44 was .µs.ed ...to .. eompu.te. the .eorre~atiori
coeffi.cient.s. •. Reference to the ..table. indieates a coefficient' of
.27 ! .095 between enl!onologi.eaL.age. ana re~ing readiness.
.

This

{

inolicates a lowp positive e.errelation.;.howev.er., .the size of tme

6~ indicates that we should have. little .e.oni'idence '1m this as
.the range.. inc.luded .

1.m.f 36'.,t;, 1.ndi.eates..that in.

a.r:_

s:a.mple sueh as this,

'

the coefficient could falL anywhere between the limits of - ., 02- + ., 55.,
44., Blair, Morris~ ELEMENTA.RY STATISTICS, Henry Holt and Co.,,
New York, 1944, p .. 277.

-29Table III
=
Reading
Readiness

Reading
Achievement

r ... 27
C" A..
M.,

I.

A.

.095

. r. .93

.,087

r. =.111
.102
r • .50

.099

r .. · .28
.084

•

r • .,82

R. R.

• 033

Chronological age and reading. achiev.ement have a correlation
L

coefficient of -.111· which indicates that the rela.tionship between
the two variables is insignificant.

This concurs with results

obtained by Wright ( 13) fr.om a study it1 which he .attempted to determine the significance of chronological age. as a factor in predicting
possible reading growth.. 'The systematic influence of the over-age,
low mental ability group. shows up in this correlation, causing it
to be t:1egative.
The correlation coefficient.• 50 between mental age and reading
achievement indica.te.s. that the relationship is significant, howe!er,
it is lower than ;the correlat.ion ...:f'ound. by .Kottmeyer(l6) between th~
scores from the petroit First ... Grade Intelligience Test and reading
achievement.

This too may be a result.of the number of repeating

children in the group.

Their incentive to learn probably was not

s0 great as it.was durlnig theip first year in the first grade.

The

(

correlation coefficient between m.ental age and, reading readiness is
'

·• 93.

l

This indicates an extremely clos.e. rel.ation~hip between the two

variables.
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"The correlation coerr;bient between I.Q. and reading achieve~
ment is .2a± .084.
to cause some

'!f't

Here again., the size of the

6'4 is great enough

a~. to the degree ef confidence which can be

placed in this correlation.
Scores from the .Ha:rrison... s.troud .Read.ing. Readiness Test show
a c~rrelatiom. coefficient of .82±..@33.with r•ad,lng achievement.

Tb.is . sign.ifies a. hige. re;La.tionship .between. the... two va~iables ar;id
agrees with the .flndi.ngs of Grant(ll.} ana. Henig( 14), , both of whom
d.iseovered. a. high degree of re.lationsnip bat.ween reading readlness

as

determined.by test scores.,.and readlng achievement.

The .factors. she.wing p_osi.t.ive sig:3ifiea11ce -With reading growth,
as determined. from the .test. results obtained .f.rom. this study., are

mental age and. reading readiness. as. indicated .by. reading-readiness .
test scores.

Analytical .case S.t.ud.ies .of Twenty... Two ,.Selected· Children
.Who Were. Under. Observation '

. The fellowing pa.ge.s c o:ct.ain. case~s.tudy. an.alyses -of twenty- , .
two selected chil.dr.em- .fr.om the total.. numbe.r. included in the study.:
These case studles.e0ntaim the. data.o.bt.ained... from the tests for
each ehi.ld, as. well. as. s,6me. s.ub.j.e.c.ti.ve data. pe,rtaining to the
home situa tien ar,id pr.e-seho©l e:xperienee.s.,.. w:itl:t reference to the
degree of readiness .sh©wm: at .. scheol Euitranee. and .s,u.bsequent growth·
-

in the developmental reading progr'B.m.,
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-z. :

Harrisori-Stroud Rea.dirig Readiness Test---Type IV
.. ( percentile ·rankings)
Ia: 63rd.
III: 82nd~·.
Ib: 34th.
'IV:
6th.
56'th.
II: 18th.
V:
California Test of Mental Maturity
M.A. 6-2
I.Q. 100
Gates Primary Reading
I. Reading Age,
II.. Reading Age,
III. Reading Age,

. -,

/

Tests
7-6 .. 3
6-9
7-0

Reading.Grade, 2.23
Reading Grade, 1.60
Reading Grade, 1.75

P. z. : P. Z. was the older of two ~hildren. Her parents had
both received a higb.-scb.001· education. Her fath.e,r was a factory
worker, her mother a housew1'4tre. P. had been exposed to many experiences during her pre-school years. She was able to depend upon
herself, ·and ,as a perfectionist in her work. She worked slowly
at any given task. P, was six years, two months. o,ld when ·she
entered first grade. The readiness test results classified her as
"Type IV'' or as a child who would require an extended program of
readiness before beginning initial reading instruction. After
approximately six weeks of readiness traintng, P. showed enough .
readiness to enable her to successfully enter the i,ni tial stage of
reading instruction.· ,After beginning reading inS'truction, she ·
·
progressed steadily, and at the end of the term had successfully
completed the prescribed· first-grade. reading program ..
J • B.:

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test--Type III
(percentile rankings)
Ia: 87th.
III: 82nd.
Ib: · 34th.
IV: 50th.
II: 57th..
·v: 82nd.
Calif'ornia Test of Mental Maturity
M.A. 7-0
I.Q. 115
Gates Primary Reading Tests
I. Reading Age, 7.;.9
Reading Grad~, 2.40
II. Reading Age, 7-6
Reading Grade, 2.20
III. Reading Age, 7-2
· Reading Grade, 1. 90
s

J. B. was the ,elder of two children. His parents· had both
completed a high-seh@El.l edueat.ion. · His father was a factory laborer,
his mother, a hou..:se
,. , J.· was a mature youngster; b.e haa been·
exposed to many expe ·'.:~ees. during his pre-school life.,' J~ was
six yea.Ts, one moJath·, ~liL when he entered the first grate.. The .
, scores he obtained on .trae readiness test, placed hi.m iil the g~ou.p
which was classified a.s "t.ype I!U", er 'th0se ch11Glren who could
receive reading instructiom along with training in th.ose readiness
skills in which they were weak~ After approximately six weeks. of
readiness training, tf. was able to begin reading instruction. At
the end of the year, he had successfully completed the first-grade
reading programo

-32Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankings)
41st
III:
19th
Ia:
1st
IV:
27th
Ib:
10th
V:
82nd
II:

Type IV

l

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7..;l
IQ
100
Gates Primary Reading Test.
Rea.ding Grade
Reading Age· 6-6
I
~eading Age 6-6.5 Reading Grade
II
Reading Grade
ReaGling Age 6-7
III

1,.30
1.35
1.40

J~ was the flfth child itl'a family of six children .. Neither
of his parents had completed high school., both having completed
school through the .10th grad·e. His father was a truck driver,
his mother, a housewife. J. had exper.ienced conflicting
·
disciplinary measures in the home, until he was. confused about
what he should do. Each of J 1 s older brothers and sisters had
been successful in school, and he was often taunted because of
his lack of success. Jo was seven years, one month old when
he entered. first grade for the, second time. The readiness tes.t
classified him as ''Type IV," which indicated that he probably
should receive extended readiness training. J. had a severe
speech defect, which did not respond to speech correction.
He received readiness instruction throughout the f'irst semester,
and at the end. of the term he was reading successfully at the.
primer level.
L. 0.

:

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankings)
'Ia: 67th
III:
93rd
IV:
95th
Ib: 55th
85th
V:
25th
II:

Type I I

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7-3
1Q
108
Gates· Primary Reading Test
I Reading Age 7-6
Reading Grade
II Rea.ding Age 7-5.5 Reading Grade
III Reading Age 7-2.
Reading Grade

2 .. 20
2 .. 15
1 .. 90

L. was the older pf two children. His father and mo-th.er
had both completed one year of college training. His fathe'r
was an attendant at the v. A. Hospital, his mother, a housewife.
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L. was an extremely matu:re ch.ild. He had· a great deal of
self' sufficiency. L. was a large child and was awkward in his
physical movements. L. was six years, nine months old when he
entered first grade. The classification given him by the readiness test was "Type II", or a child who could receive immediate
reading instruction combined, with trairiing ,in the readiness
skills in which weakness was apparent. L. received readiness·
training for approximately six weeks,, He progressed steadily in
the reading program and at the end of the term was successfully
reading many booJ:;s on the first reader level.
·
)

N• :

Harrison:..s.troud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankings)

Ia:
Ib:
II:

14th
2nd
57th

III:
IV:
V:

Type V

10th
31st
38th

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7-2
IQ
}01
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Age 6-8.5
I
Reading Age 7-1
II
Reading Age 7-0
III

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

1 .. 55

1.eo
1.15

N. was the second of three children. She had one brother,
age 8 years, and one sister, age one year. Both of N's parents,.
had completed high school. Her father was a construction worker,
her mother, a housewife. During the previous year, the family
had moved three t.imes., which necessitated N1 s tr~nsferr,ing to
three different schools. She was a sensitive child, and. did not
readily adjust to bew situations. N. was seven years, 9ne month
old when she entered .first grade for the second time. · From
scores obtained on the readiness test, she received the.classification ''Type V, n which indicated that she probably should
receive a full year of readiness 1 instruction. N. had weak eye
muscles, and although she wore correction lenses, she, had difficulty
with visual discrirninati0m •• During the second semester, N. showed
sufficient readines.s. t0 begin reading instruction. Her progress
was steady, and at-:.,the· end cf the term she was reading successfully at the primer level.
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Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankings)
Ia:
Ib:1
II:

87th
20th
57th

III:
IV:

. V:

Type III

82.nd
76th
3rd

California Te·s~ of Mental Maturity
MA
6-5
IQ.
92
..
Gates. ~rimary Rea~ing Test
I
Reading Age 7-4 ·
II
;Reading Age 7-7
III
Reading Age·7-l.5

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

2.00,
2.30 ·

1.85

v. was the oldest of three children. Hisparents had both
completed school through the e.ighth grade. His f~ther was a
factory laborer, his mother, a housewife. V's .mother was too
busy with the younger children to . have much time for him. Any
· failure v. experienced· created ih him an intense feeling of .
. insecurity .. He tried very hard to always succeed in his work.
He worked slowly in ord~r that he might be correct. ·v. was six
years, el~ven months old when.he entered first grade for the
second time. The readiness test gave ·him the classification of
"Type III," which indicated that he could receive reading,instruc;tion combined with training in the·readiness.skills in·whicn he
was weak. v. was able to begin.reading instruction ai'ter approximately eight weeks of readiness training.. ll[e1progressed steadily, and at the end of.the term was reading suecessfully at the
first-reajer level.
Harrison-Stroud Teading B.epa.diness Test
· ·
· ( percentile rankings)'
Ia:

Ib:

II:

87t~
34tla
··33rd

III:

IV:
V:

Type IV

10th
38th
56tl:,l

~

Calif'ornia Test of Mental Maturity
MA
-6-1
IQ
97
Gates Primary Read.ing Test
Reading· Age 6•11 · Beading Grade
I
Reading Grade
Rfadlng Age 6-11
II
.Reading Grade·
Readi.ng Age. 7-2
III

1.70
1.70
1.90

D. was the oldl'er of two c):).ildren. His parents had both
attended school thro'IA.~ro,;. th.e t.w.elfth grade.. His father was a
construction worker, his mc,t,he.r, a waitress •. D. had always
been allowed a great <ieaL o.f free<d0m. He had experlem,eed i i ttle
discipline. D. had dif.f;it.ljl,l:t.J Ln.making the initial adjustment to school and in lea.rni.ng :t© w0rl:c and play coopers. ti vely with
the other children. His p~rent}3 'w.ere. i:mteresteel in his success
at schoolo D. was six years, three m0mths old.when he entered
first grade •. The classification he re.calved from the readiness
test was"Type IV"~
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D's classification meant that on the basis of the scores he
received on the readiness test, he .wa.s considered to be a child
who would require an extended readiness program before·beginning
· Jnitial reading instruction. D. showed readiness fer reading
'after approximately 12 weeks of readiness train,ing, and. after
attacking initial reading acti.vities.ll progressed steadilyo At the
end of the school term ·he was reading successfully on the first
reader level.
!
M.

c.

.

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
( percent+le rankings)

Type II

(

Ia:
Ib:
II:

87th
84th
57th

III:
IV:

V:

53rd
76th
82nd

California Test of Mental Maturity··
101
6-2
TQ
MA
_Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Age 7-11
I
Reading Age 7;_7 .. 5
II
Reading Age 7-3
III

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

2o55

2.35
1.93

M. c. was the younger of two children. Both of his parents
had completed a high school education. His father was a factory
laborer, his mother a housewife. M. c. had been exposed to mariy
experiences du.ring his pre-school life. He attended kindergarten
dur,ing the year previous to his entrance ia. first grade
His
parents were interested. in his progress a.t, school, but did_ not·
emphasize it undulyo M. · c . was six years, .one month old when
he entered school.· He was clas.sified asnType II:, n which indicated
that he was ready ·to begin reading instruction •. Aft;er approximately
six weeks of readihess training. M. c . was able to attack the
initial stage of reading .. He was successful in the beginning
aetivity., and showed steady growth throughout the year. At the
end of the term M.C. had successfully completed the reading program set up for firs·t grade~
·
0

T. :

Harrisoa.~$tr0ud Reading Readiness Test
(pereemtile rankings) ··
Ia:
Ib:'
II:

87th
55th
33rd

III:
IV:

V:

Type III

53rd
50th
56th

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7-1
IQ
113
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Age 7-3
I
Readlng Age.-7-5. 5
II
.Readi.ng Age 7-7
III

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

1.95

2al5
rl.30

T~ was the younger of two children. His father and mother
had both completed high school. Hi1:1 father was a factory laborer.
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T's mother was a housewife. He had been exposed to many
experiences during his pre-school years. At home he was allowed
freedom, but was subject to discipline as well. He made the
· initial •adjustment ·1 to school easily and could work .and play
cooperatively with the other children. T. was six years, three
months old when he entered first grade. He received a classification of 0 Type III," from the jscores obtained on the readiness
test.· This meant that he 1could begin· initial reading instruct. ion, combined with instruction in those readiness skills in
.. which he was weak. After approximately ~ix wee~a of readiness
instruction, T. wa~ able to begin initial reading instruction.
He pr·ogressed ste·'adily, and at the end of the term, had suc.cessfully completed the prescribed reading.program for first grade •

J. L.

. Harrison-Stroud Reading Re,adiness Teat
(percentile rankings}
Ia:

0

Ib:

0

'II:

10th

'III:
IV:

. V:

Type V

41st
1st
·12th

California Test of Men't'al Maturity
:MA

4

IQ.

Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Age 6-5
I
Reading. Age 6-7.i5
II
Reading Age 6-7j5
III

65 .

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

1.2;0
1,.45
1.45

J. L. was the second child in a family of five children.
His father had completed only the fira.t grade of school, his
mother had completed·the fourth grade. J. L. was a happy youngster, but had had few experiences, and was not able to undera tand new concepts. · He was six yea:rs, four months old when he
entered the first grade. He was classified as "Type V, '' from
the results ·obtained·trom th~·readiness test. Thia.indicated
that he should receive readiness instruct,i,on for the full year.
J. L. showed no progress in developing readiness sk;ills, and
at the end of the year he was. working at an early level of
readiness ins true·tion.
M.

S.:

Harrison-Stroud Rea.ding· Readiness Test
Ia:
4th
III:
31st
Ib:
13th
IV:
27th
V:
+st •.
II:
33rd

Type

V

California· Test of Mental Maturity .
MA
6 ... 8
:J~ . . J:06.
Gates Primary Rea:d.ing ,,!~ft
Readihg Age 6~5~7 Reading Grade
I
Reading Age 6-7.5 Reading Grade
II
Reading Age 6-7.5· Reading Grade
III
Ms

s.

1.27
L,45

1.45

was the youngest in a family of three children.

-37M.S 's mother apd .father had been divor. ced before his birth.
His mother had completed school through the twelfth grade. M.
had experienced little control du.ring his pre-school years. He
~a~s: s.ecure in. the school situation., but lacked interes.t in the
school activities. M. was six years,,, ~h.ree months old when he
enter.ad school. The reading readiness test classified M.. as .
''Type V" which meant that he could be expected to remain in the
readiness program throughout the year •. M.S. received readiness
training until March.,. when he showed enough skill to enable him
to.atta:c~ the reading program. He was successful in his attack,
and at the end of the term was reading with success·at the preprimer level •.
1

v.

.

P. •

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness, Test
(percentile rankings)
82nd
Ia: 62nd
III:
76th
Ib: 55th
IV:
82nd
II: 85th
V:

·Type IV.

California Test of Menta.,l Maturity
7-8
130
IQ
MA
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading .A.ge 7-9.5 Reading Grade
I
Reading Grade
II .Reading Age 7-1
''III
Re,ading Age .7-7
Reading Grade

2.47

1.so
'
.

2.30

v. P. was the third child in a family of four children.
The other children.were girls; he was the only boy. This.
resulted in his receiving a great deal of·attention from the
. other members of tb..e family. Both of his parents had received
a high-school education. His father was a factory worker, his
mother, a housewife. v. P. was five years/) eleven months old
when he entered first grade. The Harrison=Stroud Reading Readiness Test classified him. as ''Type IV", or as being able to .
begin reading instruction in a.group where he would receive
additional training in those re·adines s skills in which he showed
weakness. After approximately six weeks of readiness instruction,
V .' P. was able to attack the initial stage of reading. His
growth was steady, and at the end of the term he had suc·cessfully
comple'ted the first~grade reading program.
·
s. K. was the, oldest of three children. His father an.dmother had both received a high school education. His fatl:).er
was a factory work@r, hi'S mother a telephone operato.r. S. K.
had bee.n hospi tali,ze:li :f'@r two years of his pre-seh00'1 life.
He had developed a lan,ge degree of insecurity as ,a r.e,sult. ·
S. K. was· six yeara:.,.:<f.ou,r'. .months old when he ente.r.ed school.
He was tilassified a.s "fy~,e,:III,''from the res:ql.t.s, 0£ the readines·s
test which indicated 'that he. could he placed :tn a re.ading group
in which he would receive add.i ti.onal inst.ruction. in those readiness skills in which he was weak.
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s. K's progress was 1rregu.lar ancl he reeeived readiness
training throughout the .first semester before he showed suffi.,.
eient skill to insure a successful experience .. in tp.e reading
program. At the end. of· the term S. K. was reading with sueces s
at the primer level. The test scores s. K. received a.re as
follows:
·
S. K. :

Type III

Harrison-Stroud Reading 'JReadiness Test ·
(percentile·~ankings)

III:
IV:

Ia: 87th
Ib: 20th
II: · 57th

63rd ·
12th
. 38th,

. V:

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA . 6-8 \
IQ
104
',

Gates-Primary Reading Test
I
Read.Ing Age 6-8 ·
Rea.ding Grade
II.
Reading .Age 6-9
Heading Grade
III
Reading Age 6-10 -Reading Grade
L. B. :

1.50
1.60

1 .. 65
Type III.

· Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Te.st
(pereent;le rankings)
Ia:

Ib:
lI:
..

62nd
20th
18th

93rd

III:

IV:
V:

86th

82nd
(

- California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7-4
IQ
105
Gates Pri.mary Re/ading Test
Reading Age 7-:-1.5
I
Reading Age 7-3
II
Readi;ng Age 7-1
III

Reading Grade
Rea.ding Gra.de
Reading Gra.de

1.85
l.95
1.80

L. was tlie oldest of four children. His father was a
factory laborer. He had completed school through one semester
of college. His mother., a housewife., had completed hi,la sehoo1. ·
L. 1 s mot'her· was to9 -busy with the younger -children to ta.iye nmch
..,,. ..
time for him. L. was a ha.ppy-go-lu,cky child, who was tl©J; part ...
,, .
icularly intere.~ted 'iQ sue.cess or failure at school,, , , Je._.wa..s. s.ix
ye ara, ten mob th$ Q;L,1,:vvh~~ he_ entejred first gra(l],e'.; f':!f ~~! '. ,se@'@tld
time. Th.e, Ha:rrisor,.i~3f~q~1~.1~e~0Jng Readiness '.'fes.~':~~L~j.~:t,t.';tet·
.
him as . ''Type. III, n: ,er· a,s 11 a., -~~tld wao. eoul,d en~.~r·:f~af1~;~ .. :tnstruct:ion, cotnbined :with ~t~a~.t-J~;i,:i~'.-,tp,~-~·.~~a~;t1eits !lt;:;i;;,, i:ra: wo.ieh he. .
was w~ak. After a:ppr~JJ, . :;!Ar ,;1;b.~··tf!$Hllk~ _.~f,:ri;,>..~f,it~UJ.S training
Lo was able to begin int ,J..: re~~~ll'.l~;t~iy~v:1:t-~.e~. -, Jie. grew steadily and at the end of the t·\iil-I'n;t,; was r.~11J.ding _s,uee,e.s sf'tllly on the
first-reader level.
· ···
..

.' •

-,

_..

..

__ • -•. . ,( -_

'

,

·.

1

.,.,..

- ·:><, F"'~ .- ",

·

--

,,-

.,

·-:-
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J. B.l

Harrison Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankingsY

Ia:
Ib:

II:

III:
IV:
V:

62nd
55th
0

Type IV

74th
19th
1st

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
5-9
I~
83
Gates Primary Reading Test
I Reading Age
6-10
II Reading Age
7-2
III Reading Age
6-,9

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Rea.ding Grade

1 .. 65
1.90
1 .. 60

J. was the youngest of six children, five of whom were being
cared for in the Children's Homee J. lived with an elderly aunt
and' uncle. Her parents had abandoned the family when shew~~ an
infant o J. was emotionally immatl.llre; she J?esorted to tears on
the slightest provocation, and made no attempt to solve her·own
problems.. She could not successfully adju.st to new situations·
within a short period of time. J. was six years, ten months old
when she entered first grade for the secon.d time. She was classified as ncpype IV, "from the results obtained. from the Harris onStroud Reading Readiness· Test, which indicated. that she. sl::l.ould
receive an extended program o~ reading. J. was kept in readiness
training for the first semester. After attacking the initial
reading activities, she progressed slowly, but steadily. At
the end of the school term, J. was reading successfully on the
primer level.
-

M. S.

:

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
Ia: 4th /
31st
III:
27th
Ib: 13,th
IV:
1st
II: 33rd
V:

Type V

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
6-8
IQ
106
Gates Primary Reading Test
ReaiH.ng Age 6-5. 7 Readi.ng Grade
I
Reading Age 6-7.5 Reading Grade
II
Reading Age 6-7.5 Reading Grade
III.

L.27
1.45
1.,45

M. s. was the yoangest in a family of three children. His
father ana mother had .b'ee.n divorced before his birthe . His mother
h,ad completed· seheo:l through the twelftq. grade. M. had -experienced
little control during his pre-school year.s. He was.. secure in the
school situation, bu1f Ta.•eked i nterest in· the schoo'l aeti vi ties.
M.. was six years, thre·e 'mem,ths old when .. he entered s,chool. The
Reading Readines·s 'Teift re:1su ltst clas.s.ified him as'lTy,f;>e V", which
meant that he could be e.xpe',c,te1d .. te re.ri:Na.;in in the,,,r-eadiness pregram throughout the year>.; . 'M,t ·.S~.~ .,recte'1t'.t:~{e:t:iL r.eadi;J¥.rJe:s·s'. t.raining until
March., when he showed' eri0~ghl: ,,svk,.ti1 t.e{,e.J;il.aele .J;;tfm t,0 attack the
. reading program. He was sue.cess:fuL in his attack and at the end of
the term was reading with success.at the pre-primer level.,
1

1
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Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percentile rankinga)
Ia:
lb:

II:

2nd
1st
. 5th.

III:

19th

V:

27th
2nd

IV:

Type V

California Test of Mental 1V1aturi·ty
MA
5-3
.IQ
89
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Grade
I Reading Age~
6-5
II Reading Age ·
6-7. 2 .Reading Grade
III Reading Age
6-10 Reading Grade

·I.20
1.42
I.65

H. was the younger of two children. He had one sister,
age 14. His father and mother _had both attended school through
the twelfth grade. His father was a factory, laborer, his
mother, a.housewife. He had never been allowed to think for
himself before the time of his .school entrance. This overprotective, attitude on the part of his parents and his ,sisters,
se.riously handicapped him -in. his development. of the readiness
'skills;. H. was interested in school, and in the work., but was
too dependent upon the teacher for help. He w~s incapable
· of thinking of the next, step to be taken •.. At the end of the
school term, he was still unable to find ,the way home from
school by himself. H. was five years, eleven months old when
he entered school. The readiness test classified him as
0 r;rype V," which indicated that he probably would r_equire a full
year of. readiness ins~ruction. · In March H. was able to be~in r~ading instruction, and at the end of the year was reading s-qccessfully on the pre-primer level
· Harrison-Stroud Reading .Read.iness Test
(percentile rankings)
Ia:
Ib:
II:

26th

5th
3rd
3rd

III:
IV:

0
0

Type V

V:

Cali..fornf.a Test of: Mental J[aturi ty
MA.
4-9
IQ
75
.

•

Gates Primary Reading Test
I :Rea.d1Jag "'-rte
6-6
II Readin.giitf,6-e.2
III Readfng is:~·,
6-8.5
.. ~.

.

.

'

'

,
Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading G:r,ade
.

'

.

.

.

'

l.:5©
, lf.52
. 1.55
,.

C. was an onl.y ~l;li,4t,o; . She" lJ. ;ve,d. W1i tJl. b.e'.F, .,wi@t·\;.i;fl'r and stepfather. Her s tep~fa.trll:ef\;~.~S,;JJ:: :~Ot:!a-l:,!lJli~e:p,,, her ~)t..£.t~~r a housewife.
The mother was subjeat t@~~p.ilep1,t\tc .. sr>el,i.s,., ~J:,Jd1.,@:. had often found
her ,unconscious. C. ha& . d~,N~l@'}:):~<Ei,.\~H,i.1.~:rg~,.,,eilegre'.e: ,,,®':f·-wi thdrawal
from reality
She was a~J!l~J@til~lW'ttJ,igw(anPe .@t'.::~ a.~tii.v'futies being
carried on about her. $he sat ~m,it,~tly"·ahd.. w0uld very seldom talk.
I

e
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c. did not attempt to associate with the( other children on
the playground until the end of the school year. C. was six
years old when she enterfed the first grade. on .the basis of
·the scores she received on the readiness test, she was classified
as 11 Type V," which indicated that she would.probably require a
full year of readiness inst~ruction,.. C. was kept in readiness
activities during the major portion of the year. She entered.
initial reading activities· in March, and was.reading successfully
on the pre-primer level at the end of the year. By the time the
year was over c~ apparently was. feeling a degree of security in
the school situation.
'
J2•

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
( p'ercentile iankings)

ra·:
Ib:

II:

0

20th
57th

III:
IV:
V:

19th

27th
3rd

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
67
IQ
84
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading Age 6-:-5
I
Reading Age 6-705
II
Reading Age 6-8
III

1 .. 20

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

le45
1 .. 50

J. was the sixth child in a family of eight children.
His father and mother had attended school_through the eighth
grade. His father was a coal miner, his mother a housewife.
The parents were too busy to take much active interest in J's
problems. The older brothers and sisters had developed an overprotective attitude toward the ·younger children in the family.
'J. was extremely shy. He lacked many of the readiness skills, and
as a result of his inability to depend upon himself, was unable to
easily grasp the concepts. which were introduced at school. J. was
classified as"Type V," aa a result ~f the scores obtained on.the
reading readi.ness test, this meant that he probably would require
a full year of readiness tra.ininge J. was . six years, eight months·
old when he entered first gradeo He required an extensive readiness prog;;r>am,·but at the end of the school term he was reading
with success at the pre=primer level.
Co was the younger of two childreno Her parents had both
completed school through the twelfth grade. Her f'athe.r w:as a
factory ,worker, her m,othe.r a housewife._ ·C. µad a. hi\story :-of_
.
chronic illness, and. ail h.yr school entrance ,.w.a;,:J/ ,lackin~ in emotional
stability, as a· resuT:t ,,@.P•-:the·_. ©VeFpr0tectl@n sl;le ·ree:ei:wed. at
.
home. Her brother h.ad bee.n ve.ry.
·
suclHi:SSiful
...
in:
l.eiarni.
ng·
.
a.t
schoolo
.
..
'
..
c.s parents were inrt:e:rested im "b:e,.F,.,p<r$;f;re:ss. at s.e!t,b:oel, lDut did not
pressure her at home.. a. was s:ix ye:~~s~,- sie1v,eu11 m®,tlths old ·when she
entered school. She was s.ue.ce:ssfu1. '"i,n •)1le;I:.! .early school experiences
and began !o grow in emotional stability.
.

)
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c. was classified as nType .IV," according to The HarrisonStroud Reading Readiness Test. This meant that she could be
placed in a reading group with additional: training in those
readiness skilla; in which she showed a weakness. c. was able
to begin reading instruction after approximately eight weeks
of readiness training. She progressed steadily in the reading
program, and at the end of the school term, had successfully
completed the.prescribed reading program for the first·grade.
The test scores c. received are·as follows:
C•

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
· (percentile rankings)

:

Ia:
Ib:
II:

87th
85th
85th

III:
IV:
V:

Type IV

74th
86th
38th

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7-8
IQ
115
Gates Primary Reading Test
, I
Reading Age 7-3
II
Reading Age 7-0
III
Readi~g Age 7-2

s.:

·

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Reading Grade

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(percent~le rankings)
Ia:
Ib:

II:

62nd
84th
18th

III:
IV:
V:

1.,95
1.75
1,,90
Type III

82nd
, 68th
16th

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
80
IQ
102
Gates Primary Reading Test
Reading ,Age 7=6
I
Reading Age 6-11
II
Reading Age 7-0
III

Reading Grade
Reading Grade
Readin.g Grade

2.20

1.,70
lo75

s. was the only child in his family. His father and mother
had both completed high school. His father wa.s a policeman, his
mother, a. housewife. $. had been exposed to many experiences
previous to h.is schoo1l entry. He had been allowed :,much freedom
at home, but showed 1:nsecurity as a ·result of having lived with
his grandparents.. H~. had received orders from so many peeJ'.~1@,
that he was confus!zd a,s · to whom he should listen. s. wa.s six
years, six months oldwn.et:,ihe entered school. He received the
·clas sifica. tion of 11 '.J:ype III, 11 from the results of the reading
readiness test. This indicated that he should be placed in a
reading group in which he.could receive· additional training in
th~ readiness skills Ln'whieh he was weak.
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s. was give·n approximately six weeks of readiness instruct. ion and then was ready to begin the initial stage of reading ..
Ite showed steady growth ln the reading program, and at the end
of the term had successfully eompleted ·the first grade reading
·program.
J. T.:

Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
·
(percentile r~nkings)
Ia:
Ib:
II:

1st
0

2nd

III:
IV:
, V:

Type V

5th
.38th
5th

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
5-8
IQ
88
Gates Primary Reading Test
·I
Reading Age 6-5·
Reading Grade
Reading Age 6-7.5 Reading Grade
II
Reading Age 6-10 · Reading Grade
III

1.20
1.45
l.65

Jo T. was the youngest in a .family of five. His ·parents
had not completed eight years of school. His father was a coal
miner, his mother,a housewife. Older children in the family·
had developed an over-protective attitude twoard J. which
resulted in a complete dependence on othe~s on'J's part. J. was
six year$, fi,ve months old when he entered the first grade~ The
readiness test classified 'J. T. as "Type V, n which indicated that
he would require a fuil _year of readiness instruction • . J. T.
did not progress far in developing readiness skills. He could
not grasp new concepts readily, and received readiness.instruction throughout the ye~r.. At the end of the school term J. T.
had not shown suffici~nt readiness to enable him to begin reading ins t;ruc ti on.
W. H.

:

Harrison~stroud Reading Readiness Test.
('percentile rankings)
Ia:
Ib:
II:

62nd
20th
57th

III:
''IV:
V:

Type III

82nd
12th
,38th ·

California Test of Mental Maturity
MA
7
IQ
119
Gates Primary R~ading Tesi;
Read:fng :Age 7-3. · Reading Grade
I
Reading ~ge 6-8.8 Reading,Grade
II
Rea.dirig Age 6--10
Reading Grade
III

l.95
l.~58
l .. 65

w. was the only child in his family. His father and mother
had both completed high school. His father was a factory worker,
his mother, a housewife. W. was an independent child. He knew
about many things. He was five years, ten months old when he
entered the firat grade.
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w. received the classification of 11 Typ~'III," according
to the Harrison St.roud Reading Test. w. could begin reading,
instruction combined with training in the readi.ness skills in
which he was weak. However., W's progress was irregular, and
he required readiness training throughout the first semester.
When he entered the reading program, he progressed slow).y, but
· steadily. At the end of the school terrl] he was, reading successfully on the primer le.vel.
of Data Collected

Selected

A survey of the anec.dotal data collected for the twentytwo children under case study. reveals significant informati,on
apout the relative importance of .ce.rtain individual .factors,· as
)

these affect readiness for reading.

The evidence is clear,,that

J

the home had a decided effect, either positive or negative in
influence, upon reading readiness.

Children who came from broken

homes and showed emotional patterns of unrest ~nd instability,
tended to lag behipd in re,adiness for readin~..-, and subs.equently,
in reading achievement during the fir-st year ,0f reading instruction ..
There seems to be considerable relation between the schooling
parents have receiv.ed and the readine,ss of their offspring.

Child-.

ren whose parents had. received e~tremely limited schooling were
handicapped in the a,velopment of readiness for reading, either as
a result of lack of interest on the part of the.parents, or .as a
result of the parents' lack of. knowledge in recognizing th.<1>se ac·. ti vi ties ~nd experienaes wbi.\ch, lend to reading re.adine,ss..

'ftu~,se

children presented a readiness problem, in that the,y 1re,<:[ui.red ,an
'

intensive readiness program which extended in scope irom those
activities which would enable them to develop the earliest readi~
ness concepts.

-45The degree to which parents are interested in the activities
and development of their children has a decided influence upon the
growth of children in the developmental reading program.

Those

children who came from homes in which both parents were employed,
or where, because of the number of ypurig children in the family,
the parents did not have sufficient time to be with the child, were
characterized by a lack of experiences, and,on the part of the child,
a lack of motivation to succeed in the reading program.

Those

children who had actively participated, cooperatively with their
parents, in family life and activities, showed a high degree of
readiness for reading, and were successful in attacking the program
of reading instruction during the first year of school.,
Children who have experienced a severe illness while very
young, as well as those children who have a history of.chronic ill=
nesses, tend to bre retarded in readiness for reading, particularly
with respect to work habits and independence, resulting from the
over-protective attitude developed by the parents.
Children who have older brothers and sisters, by sever~l years,
show a degree of .retardation in the attitudes and abilities necessary to successful school experiences.

The n~mber of cases sup-

porting this observation was too small to fortify' a sweeping gen~
eralization, but the indications are that the protective attitude
of the older children toward the younger develop.habits of. dependence in ~h~ younger child.

These habits handicap the child in deve-

loping his abilitie$.as an individual.·
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The, economic status of the family has little effect upon
reading growth, except in cases where ,extreme poverty was present.
The underlying cause of this condition was the lack of mental ab=
ility on the part of the parents.
This study indicates that a very fruitful outlet,for adult
education would be in the study of the processes involved in the
development of pre-school children.

Parents, and consequently

their children, would profit greatly from discussion seminars with
first-grade teachers, in which parents could be shown the importa1;1ce of pre-school experiences. in attacking the problem of formal
schooling.·

CH.APTER V
SUMMARY AND' CONCLUSIONS

Summary
-

The purpos.e ,_ of. this paper has beem to . .sµJrvey t~e factors
related to.sueeess.im beginming reading.and.to discover the
infl.uene.e of various factors 1,.n predi_e.ting f.uture success Q:f' failure in reading... i i i .the prlma.ry. grades •.. The factors basic to reading :readiness have been . identified and. equmer.,ted. ( Chapter I), and
J
.

'

the influence. of these factors- upon growth .hav.e been considered
from two approaches..

In the. first plaee the. approach has been

an objective
one '".thro-ugh the.
study o.f eertalµ .. test data obtaimed.
.
'
.

.

'

.

· from the. administra;.tiom c;,f mental tes_ts,, .reading. readi"ne s s tests,
and re~ding_ achievement j;~sts during the first year of school.
'

Secondly, the .appr,~.aeh.. hf~iS
been su.b.jecti:ve., tp.,rough
.an analytical
\
.'

'

· interpretatton ef information revealed in the study.of data secured
-from observatiol'l" of

--fl---

a.mall.. port.ion ·of the total population of
~

'

:

ehildren included in the. group under study.

This.. study. is an_ outgrowth .of the interest. which this investigator has. in the . stu.dy 0f .re.ading .. readin.ess,. anti. in particular,
an. evaluation of- tb.e .reJ:a.ti.ve importan.c.e. o.t' the. ~.everal indices

of. sucees.sf.ul . ;beginning. .. r~ad.ing.experiences.;
..als.o., . the diseoverfrl'g,
...
.
)

. .

-

·'

.

'

;-

by inference» of the relative worth of teaching procedares which

make the greatest contribution to successful initial reading exper=

iences0

-48The. study was conducted using a sample· of first-grade children
in the Danville Public Schools, during the school term 1954-55.
One hundred children were included in the samp.le group.

The learn-

ing histories of twenty-two of these children were studied int·ensi vely

th,rough the case studyappros.eh • . Three test batteries were admimistered to the group:.

( 1) Tb.e. Harrison~Stroud Reading Readiness Test~

(2) The California Test of Mental Maturity. and (3) The Gates
Primary Reading Test.

The data collected from. these objective

sources .were tabulated and analyzed.·
C()nclusions

A study of. the eomIJ!.~,~e. dat.a see.ms t.o wal,'rant· ~he following
conclusions:,

l.

Chronologies. age has exten:i~iJ;.'·limi tea
significance in predicting reading readiness or reading· .achievement., (See pp. 28-29 .. )

2.

Mental age is h.igQ,:ty_ indicative of probable
reading readiness.,.. and also shows significance
with relation to indicating probable reading
growth.

3.

(Seep. 29.)

·

The Tntel.1igenee Quotient. has. limited signif1c.an.ce when used t.o predi.c.t the .reading achievem~nt of.pupils .. ingrade .one.
(Seep. 30)
'

'

.

4.,

Tb.e Harrisoc-Streud Reading Re.adiness Tests ean
be used. with considerahl.e .. contidence to guide· ,
the teacher it1.maklng.. judgni~nts of... probable success
in learning .t.o read .. in. grade..one e (See p. 30.)

5..

Many intagible factors,. w.orking. . systematically
from within and from outside ...the individual,
exert influence upon. the d.e.ve.lopment of reading readiness a-nd the growth in the reading
program ..

,/

Limitations of the Study
1.

There lilas be.en no at.te.mpt to. make instruction
uniform, or t0 control the 11'.lfluenee of' the
factor of teacher person•li~y~

-492. The sample is too limited in size to
just1fy broad generaliza. tions. Neither
can the s.ample be considered a sample
of typical first-grade pupils.
Implications and Recommendations
This study makes evident the existence of a real need to
adopt measures which will increase the, relative )mmber of' beginning
)'

,

.

/

first-grade pupil$ who have success in the deve~opmental reading
progra~ :instead of the frustration which attends failure.
1

Mental

tests and readiness tests are valid measures for predicting the
success a child wili have in learning to read.

Within limits

they are accurate enough to a ~rediction of probable success,
of much greater accuracy than by.pure chance or guess.
The increasing size of classes resulting from a scarcity of
teachers together with.the climbing birth-rate, has made it necessary for us to search for ways and means Whereby reading instruction in grbups may become more effective,

We must seek diligently

for ways and means whereby teacher time and ~ffort may be spent
(

'

for the greatest good.
This study reveals .the difference between individuals in
nativ.e abilityJand mental aptitudes in particular.

It implies

that the learning process of children is always the result of the
combined influence of hel;'edity and environment.

Subsequently,

~serious doubt arises a.bout the saneness which dictates the common
practice of basing .entrance to school upon chron?logical.age.

By

state law, any child who reaches th~ sixth birthday before December
1st following the beginning of the school :term ,in September is
eligible to start to school.

This. study ,reveals that all children

of this age are not· ,ready to participate in the learning activities
C

whi.ch they a.re required to have when they enroll.in the typical

first grade of an elementary seho.ol in. Illinois., nor are they cap~ble
of progressing to an .accept.able leveL of. achievement im the first
grade reading. program •.. When a child wj.th low .read.iness is forced

.

to ente.r those activities beyond his development.al level, failure
and . frustratioil .. follow..,

The. facts are clear,. ei:ther the immature

child fai.ls, or the instructional ta.sks for. thi.s learner rm;lst be
grad.ed for the. immature child •.. This means that standards of achieve=

ment must be adjusted.downward..

Herein. one. finds another instance

wherein professional judgme.nt operates... .at ..erosa. purposes with the
'

wishes of lay pe~p>le, parents. or. legtslators., as .to a decision
about when the child should enter school.

If each child is to reneive a needed share of instructional
time. it is nece.ssary that measures_ be taken.~_to .. oeerease the size
of classes.,

Each. child must receive some individual attention if

he is to reach maximum. grow.th in learning., . As classroom enrollment
gr@ws, the time the teacher has. for. individual instruction lessens.,

,The need for more teachers and more classrooms means. an increase
in school budgets..

Ea.ch time a child is retalne.d, the expense in

educating. this child i.s .dup.llc.ated.;. each time .a, .child is retained
it increases the load of the first-grade teacher.

If.provisioia

could be made so. that each scl:lool system is permitted to decide
when the child should enter school, according to the degree of
readiness for school which .he shows, it is possible that school
funds could be spent more wiselye

If children had developed

suffic.i:.e,nt. growth in the readine.as. skills before their school entrance_

-51the number of failures would decline.

The needless expenditure

of school funds from this practice would be avoided.
Children who fail as a result of lack of readiness de~elopment have been robbed of their initial enthusiasm and initiative
to learn.

Forcing the child to read when he has not dev~loped

sufficient readiness often creates in him an intense dislike for
the reading process as well as.an attitude of defeat.

Perhaps

bY: insuring sufficient readiness development. b.efore school entrance,
we would have fewer children frustrate.d in the reaq.ing program.
The importance of reading readines.s has been recognized by
school workers.

Research has shown that those children who are

seriously handicapped in readiness abilities, comprise the majority
of school failures.

~hat the developmebt of sufficient readiness

before school entrance is a major factor in preventing failure
at school, is to be recognized.

The information we have concern-

ing growth in the developmental'reading program indicates that
measures taken to decrease school failures, might not only be the
answer to problems of overcrowding, but also be one means of
economical expenditure .of school funds.

-
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skills, and attitudes which the initial reading program demands of him.
Studies ofthe nature of beginning reading matter and of the reading process
itself indicate the importance of an instructional program which provides
training in: (1) Using Pictures, (2) Using Listening Skills - recognizing the
central idea, noting details, and drawing simple conclusions from listening to
oral context, (3) Using the Context,· (4) Making Auditory Discriminations,
(5) Using Context and Auditory Clues, (6) Making Visual Discriminatisms,
and (7) Using Left to Right Sequence. 1 - In addition, the teacher should create
in the child a desire to learn to read. A modern reading readiness program,
therefore, should consist of instructional activities which will help children to
acquire these understandings, skills, and attitudes before· actual reading hegins.
2. A Modern Reading Readiness Test

.J
BY

M.. Lucile Harrison

The HaiTison-Stroud Reading Readiness Tests are· designed to measure
specific, readiness skills that are required in the initial reading period. There
are five group tests in all, which are identified as follows:

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY

I. Making Visual Discriminations
a. Attention Span Controlled
b'. Attention Span Uncontrolled
II. Using the Context
III. Making Auditory Discriminations
IV. Using Context and Auditory Clues
V. Using Symbols
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~ The Harrison-Stroud Reading 'Readiness ,Tests are group tests of specific
abilities arni skills that children use in beginning to learn to read. The tests .
are published in three separate booklets which are barnied together. in·· sets of 25
and packaged in one envelope along with the Teacher's Manual and the Class
Record Sheet.
.
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To irniicate ansivtrs on t~e various parts. of Jhe tests, the children are required
to do only two things: .(1) to draw a line urnier a word or picture or (2) .to draw
a line from .<fne word or picture. to another. The ,Specific Directions for Administering arni Scoring (Part 11) begin on pa~.e 9 of this Manual.
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Skill in using pictures is required 'of the pupils in Tests I I, 11 I, JV, and V.
Proper use of listening skills is a requisite infollt>wtng the directions for all the .
· tests. The examination of detailed pictures and word forms in all the tests
always proceeds from left to right. Thus; three of the specific skills are factors in tests which measure other skills directly. Tests \Vhich provide measures of all the specific skills directly' would require lengthy individual tests in
addition to the five basic group tests.
Test V measures the pupil's skill in making the associations necessary to
relate a symbol to the idea or things for which it stands .. Instruction designed
, to develop thisskill cannot be given in the readiness program be~ause a symbol:
cannot he used to stand for an idea until actual development of a sight vocabulary has begun. ' A test of this skill was added to the others because it
would give information. of value in determining the readiness of a child to use
effectively a sight vocabulary in meaningful reading.
A program of reading readiness instruction, with a brief description and discussion of the
understandings and skills that can be taught prior to the initial reading period, is given in
the Teacher's Edition of GETTING READY, A Reading Readiness Workbook, Reading for
Meaning· Series/Paul McKee and M, Lucile Harrison, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company,
. 1Q49.
1.

14 4

aµy}.4Iifi"&i't~r¥'fre'"akJ:tn'g''i§'ei'-it]';'"' (2 )"'"t6· deitetmme"'frTWB:alsgtoup;: in.the··tffst ·
grade the pupil should be placed for instructiqn, and (3) to find in which of the
· skills he must have further training before or during the initial reading period.

1¥.:¥\ffes,il!ligi

language fi'uniliar fo five- and six-year-old children is used in each item of
the test. There are twenty items, three of which are practice exercises.
Scores are derived from 17 items. The test require~ approximately 12 minutes.

III. Making Auditory Discriminations.
The ability to make auditory discriminations is basic to the work in word
analysis which the pupil must be taught to do, beginning at the first grade
level and continuing throughout the elementary school. If a pupil cannot
hear that two words given orally begin with the same sound, he will be handicapped in learning the phonetic skills w~ich help Jiim to determine independently the pronunciation of strange words. This test measures ability to
discriminate between spoken words which do or do not begin with identical
initial consonant sounds. Only the commonest initial consonant sounds
appearamong the items. T:here are 18 it~ms in the test, three of which are
practice exercises. Scores are derived from 15 items. The time required
for testing is approximately ·14 minutes.

3. Descriptions of the Tests

I. Making Visual Discriminations.
The ability to, make accurate visual discriminations with words is ·basic
to all reading. It is essential in the building up of a sight vocabulary, and
equally essential if quick recognition of known words is to be carried out in
later, viore crapid reading. As the number of words in the sight vocabulary
increases, more detailed discriminations must be made very rapidly and
accurately. The test of the ability to make visual discriminations has in
it words common to early reading vocabularies, words embodying common
visual discrimination difficulties, and words frequently reversed, such as
on and no, was and saw, and stop and pots. Ther:e are thirty-two items, which
are divided equally between Parts a and b. Since there are three practice
exerqises in the two parts, scores are derived from 29 items.
-Because Parts a and b of Test I are· comparable forms of the' same test, an
examination of the pupil's scores on the two parts will reveal his ability to
· work independently. Part a is administered in such a manner that the attention span o( the pupils is controlled in each item of the test. Conversely,
Part b is administered in s~ch a way that attention span is uncontrolled by
the examiner and is allciwed to affec;t the test results as it will affect learning
to read. Part b will locate those pupils wp.o have good visual discrimination
powers but who are unable to hold in mind directions for an exercise and to
keep at work without the constant supervision of the teacher. Part a requires
approximately 14 minutes, and Part b approximately 8 minutes, for testing.
A special feature of this and all other tests in the Harrison-Stroud Reading
, Readiness Tests is the use of colored boxes as a place-keeping device. Note
the functional use of color in the directions for giving each of the items of
the tests. Since only primary color;:; are used, most five- and six-year-old
children will be able to recognize them instantly. The red, yellow, and blue
wrappers banding the Test Booklets may be used to teach color identification
to any children who do not a\ready know these colors.

IV. Using Context and Auditory Clues ..
The ability to use auditory clues with context clues in the identification of
· strange words is also of great, importance in the development of independence
in reading. Auditory discrimination acts as a check upon the correctness of
guesses from context and aids the pupil in determining which of two or
m6re possible choices of words is the correct one. In this test the pupil
listens to oral context which suggests two possible responses illustrated in a
group of three pictures. From an auditory clue supplied, he finally selects ·
the one picture representing the only choice which is right for both context
and auditory clues. Context which contains ideas. and language familiar to
five- and six-year-olds has been used and only the commonest of the initial
consonant sounds. There are 20 items in the test, three of which are practice
exercises. Scores are derived from 17 items\ The testing time required is
approximately 13 minutes.

V. Using Symbols.
The understanding that abstract symbols, such as printed words, stand
for ideas is basic to all reading. Unless the pupil has acquired this und~rstanding and the ability to use it, he can do no more than 'to "call" words
which he has learned as isolated vocal sounds. This test measures the pupil's
ability to understand the meaningful use of symbols to repre5'ent familiar
ideas indicated by pictures. There are 24 items in the test, six of which
are practice exercises. Scores are derived from 18 items. The testing time
required .is approximately 15 minutes.

II. Using the Context.

In- the initial reading period the pupil can determine the identity of .a
strange word through the use of the context, before he. can identify it by
any other means. In later reading periods, 'he will continue to use the context to identify strange word forms: The ability to use context-before actual
reading begins is measured throu15h the pupil's use of context given orally
2
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kmdergarten ·year, the readmess tests may be given at the close of that
instructional program to determtne which pupils shall enter the reading
program at the beginning of first grade. If the reading readiness program is
given at the beginning of the first grade, the tests should be administered at ,
the close of the readiness program. Those pupils who make adequate scores
on the tests should go into the reading program as soon as possible. The
percentile rank scores for those pupils will be of help to the teacher of reading
in grouping the pupils Jor instruction, Those. who have inadequate scores
for beginning to read should be given an extended prog;am in reauing readi_:ness in the kindergarten, a transition grade, a pre-first grade, or in i nonreading group in the first grade. (See Part 7, Interpreting the Results of the
, Tests, on page 5.) '
5. General Directions

A. Number of Pupils to be Tested at One Time.
It is recommended that no more than fifteen pupils be tested at one time
by one tester.I More than that number in the group will tend to lengthen the
time required to give the tests.
,

01

oj

D

0
D

0

of all entrances to the room stating that testing is in progress and that there
should be no disturbances and no visitors.
The l1ghting should be carefully checked for all pupils. Adequate ventilation and proper temperature shouid be maintained.
The pupils should use large kindergarten pencils for marking the tests
unless they are new implements with ·which they are unfamiliar. In that
case crayons should be used.

C. The Teacher as the Tester.
It is recommended that the teacher test her own pupils since (1) her voice
is familiar to the pupils; (2) she will know how to cope with individual pupils'
problems; and (3) she will have had a ch3:nce to note the behavior, attitudes,
and methods of work, of the pupils. If the teacher cannot give the tests,
the test specialist, the supervisor, or the principal may do so. In such cases,
the pupils should· have had several opportunities to become acquainted
with the tester, his voice, and his manner of speaking.

D. The Establishment of Good Rapport.
The tester should be sure that the test is approached in .the spirit of a game
on the part .of t~e pupils.· No remarks should in any way cause the p_!}pils to
fear the testing situation. During the testing (except in Test L, Part b) occasional bits of praise should be made to keep the pupils interested and willing
to work at the task with the attitude that they wish to do as well as possible.
Five- and six-year-olds like to be told that they are "fine workers" and that
they are doing "a very grown-up thing." Such remarks usually make them
willing to stay with a job until it is finished.
If any pupil seems to be so timid about the testing situation that you think
his scores might not be valid or that the rest of the group might be affected
by his attitude, he should be tested individually when he has developed a
feeling of confidence.

B. Physic.al Environment for the Testing.
The pupils should be seated at individual desks or tables, or along one
side of lohg tablesfacing the tester. If the pupils are seated at long tables,
such an arrangement of tables and chairs as illustrated below is very practical. Pupils should be placed far enough apart to avoid copying.
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E. Scoring the Tests.
It is well to score each set of test booklets as soo~ as they have been administered to the pupils. By so doing, extremely faulty markings by pupils,
or lack of understanding; can, be detected before anoth~r part of the test
is administered. Those pupils who failed to understand what to do in the
first booklet can be watched more closely during the second testing period.
Also, significant observations of behavior, attitudes, and work habits can be
written into the margins of the tests by the tester or observers before they
are forgotten. Observations which will be worth noting are (1) tendencies
to copy markings of neighboring pupils, or to work very independently and
with a feeling of sureness; (2) ability to make very quick or only very slO\V
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stana ana carry,m·mmci successfullytfiemstruct10ns given clurmg tfie practice
on page 12 of Booklet No. 3, the Class Record Sheet should be completely
items ·of the tests; and (6) notes concerning overt reactions to the testing
filled out. Names of the pupils in alphabetical order according to surnames
situation.
should be placed in the first column. The letters F and M may be used
Place the tests to be scored in a pile with the same page facing up. Count
in the second column to stand for female and male, respectively. The IQ
the correct responses for the same page of all the tests in the pile after first
derived from a reliable test of intelligence should be placed in the third ·
referring to the proper page in .the Manual for special scoring directions and
column.
the scoring key. By scoring the tests this way, the details to be remembered
Age data should be computed accurately and recorded for the date of the
for each part of the test will not be forgotten, and scoring will be uniform for
readiness tests, using the date on which Test Booklet No. 3 was completed,
all pupils.
· and for the date of entering grade one. Suggestions for accurately determinAccept only clearly indicated markings as correct. If a pupil changes
ing the age data are given below. (Some of these data are required for indihis mind after one marking, accept the change if it is clear that an erasure
vidual pupils on page 12 of Booklet No. 3.)
was attempted and that his change of mind was not ma:_de after noting another
child's mark differing from his own. Accept the final independent choice
A. Chronological Age.
as the one intended, even though the first was right and the second incorrect.
To find the chronological age at the date of the readiness tests, place the
Using the tables of percentile scores on page 8, determine the correct
date of completing Test V above the birth date of the pupil and subtract
percentile.for each point score on the tests. Plot each percentile on the correct
the latter from the former. An example follows:
vertical line of the graph on page 12 of Booklet No. 3. Use the percentiles
Day
for kindergarten if the tests are given at the end of kindergarten, a transition
Month
Year
19
grade, a pre-first grade, or before entrance to the first grade. Use the perDate of completing readiness tests 1950
5
12
2
centiles for the first grade if the tests are given after entrance to the first
1944
Date of birth, of pupil
grade. An example of a completed Individual Pupil's Record Sheet (page 12
7
Age at date of readiness tests
6
3/
of Booklet No. 3) is given below.
Recorded age
3
6
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The computed age of 6 years and 3 months should be recorded in the fourth
column of the Class Record Sheet under years and months. Anything less
than 15 days in the computed age may be dropped. Fifteen or more days
in the computed age should be added as an extra full month, as in the following cornputatiorn

Date of completing readiness tests
Date of birth of pupil
Age at date of readiness test~
Recorded age

Year
1950
1944
5
5

Month
10
11

10
11

Day
9
20
19

To find the chronological ages of the pupils at the date of entrance to grade
one, place the date of entrance to grade one above the birth date of each pupil
and subtract. Record these ages in the fifth colum:n of the Class Record Sheet.

I
RKOMMENOATIONS.

Ploc.,pup<lon G"'d"Ono R...,d;ns G,,,.pwt,id, mo,e.,
rcp,dly _ _
~mclly_L_____,lowly _ _

B .. Mental Age.
To determine the mental ages of the pupils at d~te of entrance to grade
one, use the following formula:
,,,.,

/•

CA (Chronological Age) X I Q
· _M A (Mental Age)
100

struction in grade one, (2) in what group to place him for instruction, and
(3) in which skills further teaching 'is necessary before or during the initial
period of reading instruction.
·
74 X 119
8806
Scores on the Harrisqn~Stroitd Reading R(!adiness Tests do·not necessarily
100 = 88.06 months of Mental Age
indicate how well children will read by the end of grade one. There are
100
many uncontrollable factors which affect reading progress (see Section C,.
M A = 7 years and 4 months
page 6) both during and after the acquiring of the specific skills of the readiRecorded MA: 7 - 4
ness program. For example, a child whose mental development is somewhat .
retarded may have learned many specific readiness skills. - The results of
his readiness tests will show that he need not be placed with a group that
Mental ages at the date of entrance to grade one should be. placed in the
·sixth column of the Class Record Shek 1
is spending a great deal of tiine developing these readiness skills. His intelligence test s.core and the observations of his tea,cher will indicate whether
/
C. Other Data.
the reading group that he enters should be a fast, ~verage, or slow moving
group. On the other hand, a child who tests poorly on the readiness tests
In columns seven through twelve, place the percentile scores of the readimay
soon acquire, through proper training, the necessary specific skills,
ness tests. In column thirteen, recommendations for placement, ,grouping,
which,
if coupled with high intelligence, may make him one of the best.readers
and special· instruction should be noted. A sample of a fully filled out Class
in the class by the end of the first grade. Therefore, in the detailed suggesRecord Sheet follows:
tions for interpretation of the percentile scores given below, no attempt
, has been made to classify the pupils as to fast, average, or slow moving
CLASS RECOR!) SHEET
groups but only· as to the amount of work needed ·iµ the readiness skills.
1~..'....
Since the tests indicate just how well equipped each pupil is in the specific
/ skills he needs in beginning to learn to ~ead, the teacher may use the test
oi
scores_ for placing pupils in homogeneous groups for initial reading instruc..,
tion. For example, if the tests show that a pupil has a high degree of .deScore, on Tub
velopment in a"ll the specific skills tested, he may be placed £pr initial reading
Names of Pupils
-Brief RecOmmendatiom
Su
JI~:::•" ·hinstruction
with a group of children who possess a like degree of proficiency
r-c-,.~--+-,-A-r-MA--i~--/
in the specific skills. If a pupil's, skiHs are only _moderately developed, he
may be placed in an initial reading group composed of children all of whom
need
training in readiness ·skills. Just how much work in readiness will be
.
needed by this· group, when regular reading instruction should be started,
and which children may advisedly. be transferred to another group within
the class will be deterµ11tied by the progress ,made by individuals within
the group. If the tests show that a pupil's skills are very poorly developed;
he should probably be pl.aced initially in a non:reading group in _;which an
extensive readiness program will be carried out, and admitted to a reading
group only when he has shown sufficient growth in the specific skills tested.
A.. Pupils Tested at the End of the Kindergarten Year (or Transition
or Pre-First Grade)
·
·
It is important that the teacher examine each set of scores carefully in
order to see the significance of individual scores in relation to one another.
No provision is made for averaging the various scores received on the tests;.
to do -so would suggest that these skills dev~lop ev~nly in children.• A study
1 All computations described above can be greatly si~plified by using the chronological ..
· , of individual test scores will. bring out the significance of groupings of scores
and mental age scales of THE DELP IQ COMPUTER, Boston, Houghton· Mifflin' Com'pany, 1950.
·
·
- within criticil zones.
·
CA= 6 years and 2 months (74 months) at date of entrance
to grade one
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the year. He should :J:>e placed with t}:ie group of pupils who will requi're ho
special instruction in any of the specific skills tested other than-that which
will follow in the regular program of reading instruction . .
TYPE II -

.

PERCENTILE RANK OF 50 OR ABOVE IN ALL OF THE TESTS.
.

. pti:pifs \vl'i'ere-Hg"'~ill'rete'ive' careful training in all skills which li'e: Helmv :£lie
75th percentile. The difference between Types II and III is in the amount of
emphasis to be given tho§e skills which tested below the 50th percentile. If
these happen to be visual and auditory skills,· the pupil may have to be
ta1:1ght by a modified kinesthetic method in building up a .sight vocabulary
until his visual and auditory powers have been strengthened.

The pupil should be promoted to the first grade at the next regular promotion point, and he should be placed in a group where he can receive. further
training in those skills for which his percentile score is below 75. Examples
of such test results and recommendations for teaching follow:
'

TYPE IV- PERCENTILE RANK OF 50 OR ABOVE IN ONLY ONE OR TWO
OF THE TESTS.

The pupil should probably have an extended readiness .program for a
portion of the year in a non-reading group within the first grade. After the
extended readiness program and apparent growth· in all critical areas, he
should be retested with the same readiness tests.
should be placed in a
regula~ group for reading instruction after he has shown considerable growth
i~ the critical areas by raising the percentile scores in the tests in which he
made low scores in the first testing.

He

Percentile Scores on Tests
I
Names

Jim
Sue

,,..,--_,A.__---...

a

b

II

Ill

81

85

77

51

65

Carol

-54

Bill

96

57

57
- -57
-

IV
.

V

·.,.

-60

.

94

74

83

-

-55

-62

-68

91

77

74

75

76

76

should b~ placed in a group where further traini9g _will be given in
specific skills. Special emphasis should be placed on initial consonant sounds
and the use of auditory and context clues in independent identification of
strange words. It is quite possible that he may strengthen these skills sufficiently in a short enough time to permit him to move to the Type I group.
SuE should be placed in the sitme learning group and given special instruction_ in visual discrimination and the use of symbols to stand for ideas_
in the word analysis and word learning portions of the program. She should
_be given regular reading instrnction when it is apparent that she has overcome her specific deficiencies.
CAROL should also be, placed in the same group, given special training
along all lines in which her scores are below. the 75th percentile. She should
be given regular reading instruction wq.en she has strengthened' the skills
in which she tested poorly.
BILL shows excellent development in all important skills ·but has poor
habits of attention and lacks ability to retain directions long enough to complete an exercise without errors. He should be p,laced in the part of the
classroom where there are few 'distractions, and taught to listen carefully
to directions· and to correct his own careless errors every time he makes them.
If his attention span and work habits improve rapidly,_ it may seem advisable
to place him with the Type I reading group: ·
JIM

TYPE V -

60

I

"

PERCENTILE RANK OF 25. OR BELOW IN THREE OR MORE OF
THE TEsi:s..

The pupil wiH probably need another whole year of readiness instruction
in kindergarten; a \transition grade, or pre-first grade. He should riot be
placed in the first grade until he has achieved a percentile rank or 50 or above
i:q. all tests.
·
'

/

B. \Pupil~ Tested at the Close of a Reading Readiness· Program Given
at the Beginning of the First Grade.
Pupils whose percentile scores are like thosedesc~ibed above in Types I, '
II, and III should be placed in groups where attention can be giveh to deficiencies that have been exposed by these tests. Pupils whose scores are
· lik~ those described in Types IV and ·V should be retained in non-reading
groups a:iid given an. extended reading readiness program. Only after a
retest and very apparent improvement in the critical areas should 'they be
given actual' reading instruction. That reading instruction should then be
pa~ed to comply ~th the slow development of the necessary skills. Special
kinesthetic methods may have to be employed in the tyaching procedures
and.mastery should be achieved at each step in learning to read.

C. Qther Fa5tors which May Affect Reading Progress;
Other factors _which are likely to affect reading progress in th.e initial
period of reading instruction are (1)' slow mental maturing and mental abnormalities, (2) slow language .growth, popr speech habits, oy-.bi-lingualism,
(3) slow physical maturing, physical handicaps such as poor hearing and
vision, ·after-effects of illp.esses, poor general, health, and -lack of physical
vigor; and {4) inability to' adju:st to the' school situation, behavior difficulties
1

6'

54 per cent of the kindergarten t.:hildren ,,·ho took the same test in the standar;J_
ization program. As soon as the pereentiles have been looke~l up for the point
scores on all the tests, they should be .entered as Jot:; in the proper places· on
the profile of abilities on page 12 of Booklet :\To. 3. When the dots are connected by a single line, a pupil':; strengths and weaknesses in readiness ~~ill;,
are graphically illrn;trated. Af'ter this page has been completely filled in by
the)eacher, it mayJ>e tom from the rest of the (p,.;t and filed as a permanent.
record for each child.

ca,reful observation on the part of the teach_~r wiil enable her to determine if
such·
factors are operating
to--affect the learning of individual pupils. Some
I
.
pupils having difficulties listed under (3) and (4) above often compensate for
. , their diffic~lties and le~rn to read wi,th no apparent interference from those
factors.
"
Factors listed under P) and (2) are most likely .to affect success in learning
to read. In fact, only pupils with- a mental age of 6 ..:. 4 to 6 - 6 are likely
to be highly successful in learning to read as reading is taught in most first
grades throughout the country: If language and speech handicap~ are
noted, special training in speech and language abilities should be given.
Definite improvement should be noted before pupils so handicapped or
~etarded are given reading instruction in the usual manner.
·
Pupils who 'have serious hearing and visual difficulties should be instructed
with specialized techniques which take into account,such difficulties. Those
'with serious visual difficulties should be instructed with special sight-saving
materials in sight-saving classes. Those with serious hearing difficulties
should be instructed in such a manner that other senses are used more than
· the1 sense of hearing. If the teacher is not able to provide such specialized
training, special agencies should be sought out which can provide the proper
type of training.
·
·

i
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9. A Statement about Validity

The nature of the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Tests is responsible for
a unique situation with respect to Vfl,lidity. Sin~e the various tests were chosen
to be direct measures oL the spl:lcific skills ~hat a pupil needs in beginning to
learn to read, validity has been built into t-l:ie tests from the very beginning.
For example, ,since the ability to make_ auditory discriminations among consonant sounds at the beginnings of words is one of the specific skills used in
' learning'· to read, a test which measures this· skill directly will -have nearly
perfo!:t face validity. The same applies to the other tests, which are 3:lso direct
measures of specific skills.
'
'
In making the item analysis of the experimental· edition of. the tests, it
was noticed that most of the items had an 'exceptionally high discrimination
index figure. When the final selection of items ~as drawn from the .,.total
number of items in the experimental edition. the retained items produced an '
average discrimination index of .53. Test designers ·consider any item usable
which has a discrimination index of .20, or higher. Ari index of .30 to .40
is reg~rded as highly satisfactory, and any figure above .50 is considered exceptionally good. Therefore, it can be seen that the items in this test are
superior for the i<;lentification of the upper and lower 27 per cent of pupils
taking the test.
The fact that many children obtain point scores which give them a high
percentile rank and that some children make perfect scores should not be a
cause. of concern for any' teacher.· The I exceptionally high· discrimination
indexes and face validity of _the test items indicate that if a pupil has a certain
skill he will be able to do correctly a great many of the items in. that particulartest. If _he does not have that skin, it is likely that the only items that
he .get.s right will b~ due to chan'c:e. Because of the length of the tesis, some
children who do not have a particular skill at the beginning of a test will
show signs of learning it before the test is completed, even though the items
become progressively more difficult. Since children who show evidence of
this kind ~f learning during the testing situation will sc~re f~r below the
,upper quartile, they will be placed in groups where additional training is
provided, thus _firmly establishing their newly acquired skills'.

8. Standardization

A preliminary edition of the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Tests
consisting of approximately twice the number of ·items that now 'appear in
the tests was prepared and administered to a sample of 430 first grade children .
in a middle western dty in the early fall of 1949: An. item analysis was then
undertaken which designated each item for difficulty and also for its ability
to discriminate on each of the tests between the upper ·27 per cent of scores
and the lower, 27 per cent of _scores. A careful study of each item, together
with its difficulty index and its discrimination index, revealed those items
which best served the purposes for which the tests were intended. The final
select1.on of 'items was then made, and one entire sub-test, which did not ·
contribute materially to knowledge of children's readiness for reading, was
eliminated. The remaining items were published in final test form and administered to 221 children in the kindergartens of another middle western city
in the late spring of 1950.
'
Tables of percentiles have been prepared on the basis of the experi~ental
tr.youts in both kindergartens and first grades. The, percentiles have been
checked by the test scores of kindergarten and fin,t grade children throughout
the country who have been given the regular edition ot: the tests in the normal ·
course of the instructional program. The inclu;i~n of these test score~. with .
th\ previously reported experimental scores does not significantly alter the
· ~~N~!es ?,f perc~ntiles which are given helm,· in.Part 10. These tables µre to be
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Percrntiles for _First Grade Children

Percentiles for Kindergarten Children
I

Point
Score

I'
,-----A---...

a

9
5·
7
6
5
4
3
2
- 1
0

Ill

IV

V

98

76·
60.
43

91 ·

18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10 ·

II

b

94

91
95
55
94
83
-- ---- ---85
37
84
75
33
71
27
74
'28
68
57
·60
22
62
22
16
51
50
16
<t6
37
11
42
11
40
. ,_
---29
7
8
30
33
21
6
21
23
6
16
5
14
5
14
12
4
4
9
9
9
3
3
6
' 6
--·- - - ' -6
4
2
4
2
3
2
1
3
2
1.
2
1
2
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
77

96
81
65
54
43
33
25
19
13
8
5

_3
2
1
0

'

I

Point
Score

18
17
16
15
14
13
12.
11

10

,-----A.----.

b

a

..

''·

\

"

87
62
41
26
14

. ..

84

57
-33

---55,
.
34 ,
20
13
7

18
10 ,
5/

2
1
---4
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
,.
0
0

6
5

0

.4
3
2
1

0
0

0

0

o.

0
. 0-

0
0

0

,

Ill

V

IV

82
56
-.88"' __38
76
25

95

85

8
4
2
1

9
8
7

II

.93
~

82
7,4
63.
53
42
31
19
10
5

2

--

_I

17
12
8
6

68

6.0
50

38
27
-

19 '
12
.6
3
1

5

.

- -- -- - -

Q

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0.
0

0
0

0
0

0

4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

,
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No, it is not like the word in the little box, so do not draw a line under it.
Move. your finger to the next word. Is it like the word
the little box? ...
No, it is not, so do not draw a line under it, either. Move your finger to the
next word. Is it Jike the word in the little box? . . . Yes, it is, so draw a
line under it to show that it is like the word iri the little box. . . . Move
your'finger to the last word. Is that word like the word in the little box? ...
No, it is not, so do not draw a line under it.

Directions for Administering

in

Wherever three dot-s( . .. ) are given in the directions below, wait for either an oral
or a written response from the children before continuing with the directions.
The directions in boldface type are instructions to the tester, and /are not to be
r,ead to the children. The directions to the children should be spoken exactly as
they are given in this Manual. Use a pleasant, clear voice, and try to avoid
any feeling of tension.

1. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box. . . . Look
at the word in the little box. Draw a line under it. . . . Slide your finger
along th.e box. Look at every ,vord. Find_ one word that is like the word
in the little box. Draw a line under that word to show that it. is like the
word in the little box. . . . (Give no further help. Wait until all the children
who should be able to do this work have completed it before beginning
the next item. There is no· time limit for each item, but do not keep the
whole class waiting for one or two children who are too immature to follow
the directions.)

(Before the testing period, write the name of each child, and the date, in
the blanks at the bottom of Page 1. After the pupils are seated, hand
out the test booklets to the proper children, as you say:) Today we are
going to begin playing a new game. It will be fun for all of us. I will tell
you what to do as soon as we are all ready to begin. Don't you think that
the colors are pretty, Betsy? . . . Who can h:ilJ me the names of the
colors? . . . (Hand -out pencils - or crayons, if your children are not
accustomed to handling pencils.) Let's. all try to be neat when we mark our
papers. I will tell you what to mark. You will use your pencil (or crayon).
(.Glance about the room to make sure that each child has Page 1 facing up.)

2. Move your finger down to the red box under the yellow .box. . . . Draw
a line Ul)-der the word in the little box. . . . Slide your finger along the box.
Draw a line under one word that is like the word in the little box. . . . (Pause
while your directions are being carried out.)

*Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test, and point to the top left-hand box,
as you say:) Put your finger on the red box at the top of the page, here ....
It has words in it. (Point to the word in the little box at the left, as you say:)
The first word is in a little red box by itself. I will draw a line under that first
word, like this. (Draw.) You do that now on your paper .... (Illustrate as you
say:) Now, I will slide my finger to the next word, here. You do that. . . . Look
at that word. Is it like the word in the little box?. . . Yes, it is, so draw a
line under it to show that it is like the word in the little box. . . . Move your
finger to the next word. Is that word like the word in the little box?·. . . No,
it is not like the word in the little box, so do not draw a line under it. Move
your finger to the next word. Is that word like the word in the little box? ...
No, it is not, so do not draw a line under it. Move your finger to the last
word. Is that word like the word in the little box? . . . No, it is not, so do
not draw a line under it.

J. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the red box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the little box. . . . Slide your finger along the box.
Draw a line under one word that is like the word in the little box ....
4. Move your finger down to the blue .box under the yellow box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the little box. . . . Now, draw a line under one other
word (hat is like the word in the little box ....

5. Move your /finger down to the red box under the blue box. . . . Draw
'a line under the word in the little box. . . . Now, draw a line under one other
word that is like the word ih the little box ....

*Practice.

(Illust(ate as you say:) Move your finger down to the blue
box under the red box, here. . . . (Point to the word in the little box at the
left, as you say:) The first word is in a little box by itself. I will draw a line
'. ·~rthat first word, like this. (Draw.) You do/ that now on your paper ....
ii: as you say:) Now, I will·slide my finger to the next word, here.
1Mt .. : . Look H.t. thHt, word. Is it like the word in the littl~ box? ...

6. Move your finger down to the blue box at the bottom of the page.• ...

Draw a line under the word in the little box.. . . Now, draw a line under
the other _word that is like the word in the little box ....
9

Directions for Administering (continued)

Directions for Scoring

Count the number of items that are correctly marked, except for the two·
starred Practice Exercises. Give no credit for any item in which more than
one word in the big box is marked. (Note: Full credit 1should be allowed
·even if the word in the small box is not underlined. Full credit should also
be allowed if the child uses some method of marking other than drawing a
line under his choices, provided that there is no doubt about what word he
intended to mark. If disregard for directions persists throughout the tests,
a notation to this effect should be made on the Individual Pupil's R~cord
Sheet - page 12 of the tests - under Other- Recommendations.)

7. (Illustrate as you say:) Find thB blue box at the top of the page, her~.
- Put your finger on it. . . . (Check to make sure that each child has found the
box at the top of the right-hand column of boxes.) Draw a line under the
word in the little box. . . . Slide your finger along the box. Draw a line
under the word that is like the word in the little box .... (Pause while your
directions are being carried out.)

8. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the.little box ... '. Now, draw a line under one other
word that is like the word in the little box ....

,Enter the score for Test I a (14 possible) in the proper blank at the bottom
of Page 1 of Booklet No. 1.

9. Move your finger down to the red box under the yellow box.. . . Draw
a !in~ under the word in the little box. . . . Now, draw a line under one
other word that is like the word in the little box ....

I*

10. Move your finger down to the blue box under the red box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the little box.... Now, draw a line undei: one other
word that is like the word in the little box ....

· of

so

here

l*of

for

off

of

on

horse

horse home

house shore

hot

made

make

made

male

wade

pan man many men

stop

spot

pots

tops

stop

pay

lay

plan

when

there

where

saidI

rays

boys

,~

how' now who

soon moon soon some noon

13. Move your finger down to the blue box under the yellow box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the little box ... , Now, draw a line under one
other word that is like the word in the little box ....
'

go

how

12. Move your finger do;_vn to the yellow box under the red box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the lit~Ie box. . . . Now, draw a line under one
other word that is like the word in the·Iittle box....

'

do

I

11. Move your finger down to the red box under the blue box. . . . Draw
a line under the word in the little box.:.-. Now, draw a line under one
other word that is like the word in the little box....

will

.

14. Move your finger down to the yellow box at the bottom of the page ....
Draw a line under the word in the Ii ttle box ..· . . Now, dra\V a line under
one other word that is like the word in the little box ....

As soon as you have finished marking the last box, put your pencil (or crayon) ,
down. We are going to have a short rest and then we will cto some more.
(Have the children stand up, walk around the room, get drinks of water or
.
'
any other change-of activity that you desire, and then resume the test.)
'
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1, there ·

do

play

well

with will

till

where

run

ran

rub

sun

run

says

big

pig

dog

big

boy

looked

I
I

I
I
I
I

her_e

looking

her

locked

hear

'

play
here

~
looked

/

Directions for Administering

'/'urn each child's test booklet over so that Page 2 is facing up. Since this part
of the test is a test to see how well children can work independently on tasks that
they know how to do, you must not give any unauthorized help or encouragement. Follow the directions exactly as they are given below.

*

Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point to the top left-hand box,
as you say:) Put your finger on the blue box at the top of the page, here. : ..
Draw a line under the word in the little box, just as you did before ....
Now, slide your finger along the box and look at each word. Is the first word
like the word in the little box?. . . No, it is not, so do not draw a line under
it. Is the next word like the word in the little box? . . . Yes, it is, so draw
a line under it to show that it is like the word i11 the little box.,. . . Js the·
next word like the word in the little box?.·. . No, it is not, so do not draw a
line under it. Is the last word like the word in the little box? . . . No, it
is not, so do not draw a line under it, either.
Test. (Illustrate as you say:) Move your finger down to the next blue box ....
Draw a line under the word iil the little box.. . . . Draw a line· under the
other word that is like the word in the little box. As soon as you have done
this, do the next box. Do not wait for me to tel(you to go ahead. Do all
the boxes on this page. (Point to both columns of boxes, as you say:) Do
, all the blue boxes,· here, first. Then do all the yellow boxes, here.

(After two minutes have elapsed, say:) Do not wait for me to tell you to
go ahead. Do all the boxes on this page by yourself. Do not forget to do
the yellow boxes after you have finished the blue boxes.
(Give no further directions .. When all the children have ceased working,
even if they have not marked all the boxes, say:) Put your pencil (or crayon)
down. We will have another short rest and then we will play a different game.
(Allow the children another brief period for relaxation and then resume the
testing. During this time, turn over the test booklets so that Page 3 is facing
up on the children's tables.)

/ Directions for Scoring

Count the number of items that are ~orrectly marked, except for the one
starred Practice Exercise. Give no credit if more than one word in each
big box is marked.
Enter the score for '/'est I b (15 possible) in the blank at the bottom of Page 2.

I* I
I
I~ ·1
I I
I
I I
is

as

1s

m

so

doe~

me

am

my

me

he

boy

yes

you

has

had

had

~,home

goes

shoe

does

went

went

sent

want

were

may

name

same came

name

none

have bad

rode

rode

rod

I
Il

~ comb camel

ball· bell ' doll

I

all

ball

road

ride

r
I_

I

.._p_u_u___p_ut_,_P_1_ay__d_u_u__p_u_u_1
there

here

their

there

them

I. .,

..I_s_a_w_,.,l_w_as
__s_e_e__s_a_w__n_o_w_l .1_ii_v_e_·....1_1_o_v_e__h_i_ve___1i_n_e___1iv_e_"'_I

I I
no

\'

so

on

no

one

I

bigger

biggest

-

bigger

beggar

*

began to read a story. One picture shows what Tony had to open before
he could begin to read. Draw a line under it .....
6: Move your finger down to the red box under the yellow box. . . . Find
an over.coat, a lock, and a closed fist. Listen: Bill said, "Only the person
who has the right key can open thi~)) .One picture shows what Bill was
· talking about. Draw a line under it .... ·
'
·
7. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the red box. . . . Find
a brush, a mop, aiid a broom. Listen: Every day Eric swept the front walk.
0ne picture shows what he used. Draw a line under it ..... ·
8. Move your finger down to the blue box at th!l bottom of the page ....
Find a car, a bathtub, and a bicycle. Listen: Sam ran out of the house in a
great hurry and jumped into something. One picture shows what Sam
jumped 'into. Draw a line under it. . . . (As soon as this item has been
marked, hold up your copy of the test, as you say:) Turn the page over, like
this. . . . (Check to make sure each chi}d has Page 4 facing up. Give help
if it is. needed in fuming the page, and then continue with the directions for
Page 4.)

Directions for Administering

Practice. (Checkquickly to make sure that each child has Page 3 facing
up in front of him. Hold up a copy of the test and point to the red box at
the top of the page, as you say:) Point to the red box at the top of the page,·
· here. . . . Find a streetcar, a chicken, and a fish. Listen carefully to what
I- am going to say: Paul almost fell out of the boat when he was trying to
catch something. One ·picture in the box shows what· Paul was trying· to
catch. Was it a streetcar?. . . No. Paul wouldn't be out in a boat if he
were trying to catch a streetcar. Was it a chicken?.. . No, Paulwouldn't
be out in a boat if he were trying to catch a 'chi'cken. Was it a fishT ...
Yes, Paul might fall out of a boat trying to catch a fish. I will draw a line
under the fish to show that Paul could be trying to catch a fish when he
almost fell out of the boat. (Draw.) You do that now on your paper....
Practice. (Illustrate as you ·say:) Move your finger down to the blue box
under the red box. . . . Find a bell, a bus, and a baby carriage. Listen:
Children who live far away from school often ride to· school in something.
One picture shows what children often ride to school in. Could it be a bell? ...
No, Could it be a bus? . . . Yes. Draw a line under the bus to show that
·childre.n who live far' away from school often ride to school in· a bus ....
Do not draw a line under the bell or baby carriage~ Children do not ride
to school in bells or baby carriages.

*

,Directions for Scoring

When Page 4 is completed, add the score for Page 3 to the score for Page 4,
not counting the two starred Practice Exercises on Page 3.

1. Move your finger down. to the yellowbox under the blue box. . . . Find
a cake ot soap, a door-mat, and a towel. Listen: After Carl .had wa~hed his
----- face and hands, his mother told him to wipe them: Off something. On~ picture
shows what Carl was told to use.· Draw a line under it. . . . (Give no further
help. Allow time for all_the children who can be expected to do this item to
complete their work before you begin the next item..)
2. Move your finger down to the blue box under the yellow box. . . . Find
a hammer, a ba~ebaU bat, and a workbench. ~Listen: Jim. was making a
bird house. His father said, "Be careful not to hit your finger with that
tool." One picture shows what Jim was using. Draw a line under it ... .
3. Move your finger down to the red box. at the bottom of the page ... .
Find the rubbers, the earmuffs, and the mittens. Listen: Nancy's mother
said, "It is a cold day and the wind is blowing. Your h'ands will freeze. ·
Come and put on these." One picture shows what Nancy put on. Draw a
line underit. . . .
·
.
. -·
· · ·· ·
·
4. ( Illustrate as you say:) Point to the blue box at. the top of the page,
here. . . . Find the gloves, the socks, and the overshoes. · Listen: Before
Jane put on her shoes she put on something else. One picture shows what
she put on before her shoes. Draw a. line under it. . . .
~
5. . Move your finger down to the yellow box ~nder the blue box .. '" Find
. three pigs, ajack-knife, and. a book. Listen: Tony opened something and
I
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Directions "for Administering

16. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box... .- Find
the moon, _the sun, and a rainbow. Listen: On.clear days we can see something we cannot see at night or on cloudy days. Draw a line under it ... .
17. Move your finger dO\vn to the red box at the b~ttom of the page: .. .
Find a sled, a ball, and a sc~oter. Listen: Nick liked to rob down the hill
on something he got for his birthday. One picture shows what Nick got
for his birthday. Draw a line under it. . . . (When the children have finished ·
marking the last item, say:) This is all that we wiil do today. Did you
think this game was fun? . . . Did you like. it petter than the first game we
played?. . . (Collect the children's test booklets as you and they talk about
the test. Tests III and IV in Booklet No. 2 should not be administered
until at least the next day.)
·

Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point/as you say:) ·Point to the
yellow box at th: top of the page, here. . . . Find a house, some telephone
poles, anq a fence. Listen: To get out ofthe yard, Don's dog h,ad tojump
over something. One picture in the box shows what the dog had to jump
over. Was it the house? . . . No, Don's dog couldn't jump over a house
could he? Was it the telephone poles?. . . No, of course not. T~lephon~
poles are not used to keep dog in a yard, and a dog couldn't jump overthem.
~Vas it a fence?.. . Yes, to get out of the yard Don's dog would have to
Jump over the fence. I will draw a line under the picture of the fence to
show that Don's dog would have to jump over the fence to get out of the
yard. (Draw.) · You do that now on your paper....
9 .. Move your finger down to the blue box under the yellow box. . . . Find
. a bird,. a .bee, and a squirrel. Listen: The children saw something with a
worm m its mouth flying to a nesti, One picture shows what the children
saw. Draw a line under it.·. . . (Give no further help.)
JO. Move youfnnger down to the red box under the blue box. . . . Find a
c~pboard, a mirror, and a fireplace. Listen: "Oh! I'd better wash my face,"
cried Peggy, as she looked into something. .One picture shows what she
looked into. Draw a line under it. . . .
··
11. Move your finger down to the blue box under the red box. . . . Find a
dustpan.' some clothespins, a_nd a rake. Listen: BiH'had been sawing some
boards m the playr<;)Om. When he finished, Mother said, "Help me clean
up this mess, Bill. Please get me the broom." She asked him to get her
so~ething else, too. One picture shows what else Mother wanted. Draw
a line under it. • . .
.,.
1~. Move your finger down to the yellow box ~t the bottom of the page, ...
Fmd a coffee pot, a spoo~ arid a piggy bank. Listen: Pearl was helping her.
mother get ready for lunch. She put something at each place at the table.
One picture _shows what Ptiarl put at each place. Draw a line under it ....
13. (Illustr~te as you say:) Point to the ·red box at the top of the page,
here. . . . Fmd the boots, the mittens, and a tricycle. Listen: Louis made
some ~racks on the living room rug with something that he was wearing.
One picture shows what made the tracks. Draw a line .under it ....
14. Move your finger down to the yellow box under.the red box. . . . Find the
shells, the stones, and a bottle. Listen: .Mary found some things along the
beach that were full of water. "I'll take these home for play dishes for my
dolls," she said. One picture shows what Mary found. Draw a line under it ....
15. Move your finger down to the blue box under the yellow box.... · Find
a garage, a package, and a bed. Listen: Penny was very sleepy. She ·had
.been playing a long time. , Her mother told ,her she would have to send her
- somewhere. One picture showi;; where ..Penny's mother was going to se11d
her.. Draw a line under it:a:,. . . ·
·
..
,
· ·

a

Directions for Scoring

Count the number of items that are correctly marked, except for the two
starred· Practice Exercises on Page 3 and the one starred Practice Exercise
on Page 4. Give no credit for any. item~ in which more than one picture is
marked. Credit should be allowed if the child uses some method of marking
other than drawing a line under his choices so long as they are clearly indicated.
·
1
En~er the score for Test II, Pages 3 and 4 (17 possible) in the blank at the

f~P~ebtu. •I I~

$ Jl)

·

I

~I '"t) ~···~
m~
I~ @ ~ I
1~ '~ ~I
I~~
f~I

0

...
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and a dustpan. Draw a)ine uncle; the soldier. . . . One of the other things
begins like soldier. Draw a line from the soldier to the other thing in the
box that begins like" soldier ....
S. (Illustrate as you say.:) Point to the big blue box at the bottom of the
page. . . . Find a gate, a tent, and a goat. Draw a line under the gate ....
One of the other things begins like gate; Draw a line from the gate to the
other thing in the box that begins like gate ....
6. Slide your finger along the blue box. . . . Find a finger, a button, and a
feather. Draw a line under the finger. . . . One of the other things begins
like finger. Draw a line from the finger to the other thing in the pox that
begins like finger ....
7. Slide you~finger along the blue box. . . . Find a mitten, a mirror, and a
towel. Draw a line under the mitten. . . . One of the other things begins
like mitten. Draw a line· from the mitten to the other thing in the box that
begins like mitten. . . . (As soon as the children, have finished marking
this item, hold up your test booklet, and say:) Turn ~he page over, like
this. . . . (Check to make st1re t\lat each child now has Page 6 facing up in
front of him. Give help if it is needed in turning the page, and then continue
with the directions for Page 6.)

(Before the testing period,,~ite ~ach child'~
and th~ date, in the blanks
at the bottom .of Page 5. When the pupils are seated, distribute the test book~
lets to the proper children, as you say:) Today we are going to play two new
games. They are games with pictures. You will find that they are lots of fun.
I will tell you how to play them just as soon as I hand out the pe~cils (or
crayons). (Distribute the pencils, or crayons, as you say:) You were all such
good workers yesterday. Let's see if you can be even better workers today.
-(Glance about the room to make sure that each child has Page 5 facing up.)
*Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point to, the red box at the top
of the page, as you say:) Point to the big red box at the top of your page,
here. . . . Find a bell, a bed, and a top. Let me see if everyone has found
them. (Check quickly.) I will draw a line under the bell, like this. (Draw.)
Yo.u do that now on your paper .. : . One of the other two things begins
- like bell. Listen to me say the names of the other two things. (Emphasize
slightly the initial consonant sound, but do not separate it from the rest of1
the word, as you say:) Bed. Top. Think which one begins like bell ....
Yes, bed begins like bell. Listen to me say them again. Bed. Bell. I will
draw a line from the bell to the bed to show that bed begins like bell. (Draw.)
You do that now. on your paper. . . . Do not draw a line from the bell to the
top. Top does not begin like bell.
*Practice. (Illustrate as you say:) Slide your finger along the red box ....
Find a duck, a car, and a door. I will draw a line under the duck, like this.
(Draw.) You do that now on your paper. . . . One of the other two things
begins like duck. Listen to me say the names of the other two things. (Emphasize slightly the initial consonant sound, but do not separate itJrom the
rest of the word, as you say:) Car. Door. Think which one begins like
duck. . . . Yes, door begins like duck. Listen to me say them agajn. Door.
Duck. I will draw a line· from the duck to the door to show that door begins
like' duck. (Draw.) You do that now on your paper. . . . Do not draw
a line from the duck to the car. Car does not begin like duck.
1. Slide your finger along the red box. . . . Find a radio, a turkey, and a
-rabbit. Draw a line under the radio. . . . One of the other things begins
\ like radio. Draw a line from the radio to the other thing in the box that
begins like radio. . . . (Give no further help. Allow time for all the children
who can be expected to do each item to complete their work before you
begin the next item.)
·
2. (Illustrate:) Point to the big yellow box under the red box. . . . Find a
dog, a doll, and a hat. Let ~e see if everyone has found them. (Ch~ck quickly.)
Draw a line under the dog. . . . One of the other things begins like dog.
Draw a line from the dog to the other thing in the box that begins like dog ....
3. Slide your finger along the yellow box .... ' Find a leaf, a rug, and a lamb.
Draw a line under the leaf.'. . . One of the other things-begins like leaf.
Draw a line from the leaf.to the other thing in the box that be_gins like leaf. ...

Directions for Scoring

When Page 6 is completed, add the score for Page 5 to the score
counting the two starred Practice Exercises on Page 5.
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u1recrions ror Aam1msrenng

*

Pi~ctice; (When the pag~ has been turned ~orrectly, say:) Point. to
the big yellow box at the top of the p~ge, here. . . . Find a comb, a fork,
and a coat. Let me see if everyone has found them. (Clreck/quickly.) I
· will draw a line under thf comb, like this., (Draw.) You do that now on
your paper .. : . One of the other two things begins like :comb. Listen
to 'me say the names of the other two things. Fork. Cbat. Think which one
begins like comb... . Yes, coat begins like comb. Listen to me say them
again.! Coat. Comb. I will draw a line from the comb to the coat to show
that coat begins .like comb. _,-:_(Draw.) You do that now on your paper ....
- l)o not draw a line from the comb to the fork. Fork does not begin like
comb.

15. Slide your finger along the red box....

Firid th~ wood, a watch, and a
boat. Draw a line under the wood .... · On~ of the other things begins
like wood. Draw a line froIJl the wood to the other thing in the box that
begins like wood. . . . (W~en the children have finished ~king the last
box, say:) Put down your pencil (or crayon). We will have a short rest and
then we. will play another game. (Give the children a. bdef period for relaxation and then resume the testing. During this time, turn over the Jest
booklets so that Page 7 is facing up on the children's fables.)
Directions for Scoring

8. Slide your finger along the yellow box, .. : Find a book, a moon, and a
' bib. Draw a line under the book ... ~ One Qf the other things begins like. ,
book. Draw a line from the book to the other thing in the box that begins
like book. ...
9. Slide your finger along
the' yellow box. . . . Find'the rubbers,
a ruler ' and
,
.
'

a window. Draw a line under the rubbers .... One of the other'things b~gins
like rubbers. Draw a line from the rubbers to the other thing in the box
that begins like rubbers. . . .
·

Enter the score for Test III, Pages 5 and 6 (15 possible) in the blank at the
bottom of Page 6.
' -

*

JO. (Illustrate as you say:) Point to the 'big blue box under the yellow box....

rind a nut, a nose;and a pan. Let me seeif everyone has found them. (Check
·quickly.) Draw a line under the nut. . . . One of the other things begins like
~fiut. Draw a line from the nut to the other thing in the box that begins
1ike nut. . . .
\
~~,

- -

"'Jil.

.

•

i

Count the number of-items that are correctly. mar:ked, except for the two
starred Practic~ Exercises on Page 5 and the one starred Practice Exercise
on. Page 6. Give no credit for any item in which more than one line has
beeri drawn between pictures. (Full· credit should be allowed even if the
first picture at the left in each box is not underlined.)
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Shde your finger along the .blue box. . . . Find a can, a cow, and a gun.
,.!)raw a line under the can. . . . One of the other things begins like can.
J?faW a'lin'e fro!J1 the can to the other thing in the box that begins like can: ...

!?,

Slide your finger along the blue box. . . . Find a pie, a ball, and a pen.
·praw a line under the pie. . . . One of the other things begins like pie. ·braw
rfnu.~~'fro.ip the pie to the other thing in the·bo.x that begins like pie....
-,,.-,,•;•

(Illustrate as y~u say:) Point to the -big red box· at the bottom of the
, ... ·Find a table, a turtle, and a candle. Draw a line under the table ....
, the other things begins like table. Draw a line from 'the table to
thing in the box that begins like table .... .

.
•.
·~0
-~.
~

't'.YONi;r finger along. the red box. . . . Find-· a horse, a girl, and ~
line under the horse ... ; One .of the other· things begins
'- ca line from the horse to the other things in the box that

· ·- l l
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Dire.ctions for Administering
.

6. Move your finger down to the red box under the yellow box ... , 'Find a -

\

. *Practice. (Check quickly to make sure that each child has Page 7 facing
" \ up in front of him. HQld up a copy of the test and point to the red box at 'the
top of the; page, as you say:) Point to the red box at the top of the page,
here. . . . Find a bottle, a top, and a boat. Let me see if everyone has found
them. (Check quickly.) · Listen carefully to what I am going to say: Bob's
sister gave him a toy for his birthday when he was six-: What two things
in the_pictures could Bob's sister have given him?... Yes, she could have
given •him a top
or a boat. The toy that she gave Bob beginsI like his name.
.
Which one did Bob's sist& give hjm?... Yes, it was a boat. Boat begins
like Bob. I will draw a line under the boat. (Draw.) You do that now
on your paper....

*Practice. (Illustrate as you say:) Move your finger down to·the blue
box under the red box. . . . Find a dog, a desk, and a rabbit. Listen: Dot
had a pet which she fed every day. What' two things in the pictures could
Dot's pet have been?... Yes, Dot's pet could have been either a dog or
a rabbit. Dot's pet begins like her. name. Which one was Does pet? ...
Yes, it was a dog. Dog begins like Dot. Draw a line under the dog on
. _your paper ....
- 1. · -Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box. . . . Find a
ring, a rabbit, and a calf. Listen: Roy had two pets on his grandfather's
farm. One pet ran away. The pet that ran away begins like Roy's name.
Draw a line under the picture of the pet that ran away. . . . (Give no further,
help. Allow-time for all the.children who can be expected to do each item
to complete their work before you begin the next itefu..) ,
2. Move your finger down to the blue box under the yellow box. . . . Find a
basket, a balloon, and a wagon. Listen: Bob brought the things home from
the store in something. What Bob used begins like his name. Draw a line
under the picture of what Bob~ed to bring the things home from the store ... .
'

;

needle, a 'saw, and a nail. Listen: Ned needed something to finish his bird
house. Wha't Ned needed begins like his name. Draw a line under the picture of what Ned needed'. ...
'

7. Move your finger down to .the yellow box under the ted box. . . . Find
a hook, a horse, and ·a bicycle. Listen: Harry went for a ride. What Harry
rode on begins like his ~ame. Draw a line under the picture of what Harry
rode on ....
8. Move your finger d,own to the blue box at t.he bottom of the page .....
Find a duck, a door, and a window. Listen-: It was so hot in the house that
Dick opened something. What Dick opened begins like his name. Draw
a line under the picture of what Dick opened ... , (As soon as this item
has been marked, hold up your copy of the test, as you say:) Turn the page
over, like this. . . . (Check to make sure each child has Page 8 facing _up.
Give help if it is needed in turning tl).e page; and then continue with the
directions for Page 8.)

· Directions for Scoring

r~
1-.~----~-.~-q-,e_ --.
r~ RL MI.__I~_______
1\_,__
When Page 8 is completed, ~dd the score for Page i to the score for Page 8,
not-counting the two starred Practice Exercises on Page 7.
,

~ ~

1

3. Move your finger down to the red box at the botta"'m of the· page ... .
Find a cup, a candle, and a lamp. Listen: When it got dark, Carl lighted
something so he could see. What Carl lighted begins like his name. Draw
a line under the picture of what Carl lighted ....
4. (Illustrate as you say:) Point to the ·blue box at the top of the page,
here... . Find a fire, matches, and a monkey. Listen: Mack's fingers got
burned because he played with something that he should not have played
. with. What burned Mack's fingers begins like his name. · Draw a line under
,the picture of what burned Mack's fingers. . . .
·

Io
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S. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box. . . . Find
the toes, a. kite, and a: top. Listen: Tom got,'a present from his grandfather..
What Tom got begins like his name. I?r~w a line under the picture of the
present that Tom-got .. .1 •
.
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16. Move your finger down to the yellow box under the blue box. . . . Find
a mop, mittens, and a skirt. Listen: Mary's mother made something for
her to wear. . What. Mary's mother made begins like her name. Draw a
line under the picture of what Mary's mother made ..•.

Directions for Administering

*Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point, as you say:) Point to the
yellow box at· the top of· the page, here. . . . Find a hand, a hill, and a tree.
Let me see if everyone has found them. (Check quickly.) Listen: Harry
went on a picnic. · After he had eaten his lunch, he climbed something.
What two things in the pictures could Harry climb?. . . Yes, he could climb
a hill or a tree. The one that Harry climbed begins like· his name. Which
one did he climb?. . . Yes, it was a hill. Hill begins like Harry_. Draw a
line under the hill on your paper. . . .
·
·

J7., Move your finger down to the red box at the bottom of the page ....

Find candy, nails, and nuts. Listen: Nancy's grandmother sent her a box
of something good to eat. What Nancy got begins like her name. Draw a
line under the picture of what Nancy got. . . . (When the children have
finished marking the last item, say:) This is the end of today's game. Did
you like it as well as the other games? . . . How many liked it better? ...
How many did not like it as well? . . . (Collect the children's tes.t booklets
as you and they talk about the test. Test Vin Booklet No. 3 should not
be administered until at least the nextday.)

9. Move your finger down tQ the blue box under the yellow box. . . . Find a
door, a garden, and a gate. Listen: When Gail started to school she forgot
to shut something. What G13,il forgot to shut begins like her name. Draw
a line under the picture·of what Gail forgot to shut ....

JO. Move your finger down to the red box under the blue box. . . . Find
a fence, a foot, and a hand. Listen: Foster hurt himself one day. What
Foster hurt begins like his name. Draw a line under the picture of what
Foster hurt ... ~

I

I

Directions for Si:oring

Count the number of items that are correctly marked, except for the two
starred Practice Exe~cises on Page 7 ~nd the one starred Practice Exercise
. on Pa,ge 8. Give no credit for any item in which more than one picture-is
barked. Credit should be allO\rnd if the child uses some method of marking
( other thari drawing a line under his choices.
.
Enter the score for Test IV, Pages 7 and 8 (17 possible) in the blankat the
bottom of Page 8.
'\

11. Move your finger down to the blue box under the red box. . . . Find
a light, a lollipop, and a stove. Listen: Lucy's mother went to the kitchen
and turned on son'iething. What she turned on begins like Lucy's name.
Draw a line under what 'Lucy's mother turned on ....

I~ -

13. (Illustrate as you say:) Point to the red box at the top of the page,
here... . Find a table, a desk, and a turkey. Listen: Tom laid his book
down on something. What Tom laid his book on begins like his name. Draw
a line under the picture of what Tom laid his book on ....

ti I

'

12. Move your finger down to the yeJiow box at the bottom of the page ....
Find pie, cake, and a pipe. Listen: Patty was hungry when she came horn~
from school. She got something to eat. What Patty ate begins like her ·
name. Draw a line under the picture of what Patty ate ....

'

~

~ \S,
'

- ~

14. Move your fingei: down to the yellow box under the red box. . . . Find
a saw, socks, and a dress. Listen: Sue got wet coming home from school
· because it was raining. As soon as Sue got hoine she changed some of her
clothing. What Sue changed begins like her name. Draw a line under the
:r>icture of what Sue changed ....

llffl····~ ~1 I• I •I
i~~ I'\- ~ fJ I
r~ ~1 I
~

.

Move your finger down to the blue bo~ under the yellow box. : . • Find
.. 8:, window, and wood. Listen: Walter 'put something on the fire to
; 'J:mrn better. What Walter put on-the fire begins likeh~s name. Draw
""e,f the picture of what Walter put on the fire. . . . .

J
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. [)frections for Administering

'

(Before the testing period, writ~ each child's name, the date of completing
the tests, and other pertinent information in the blanks at the top of the back
page of Booldet No. 3; This .is the Individual Pupil's R~cord Sheet,on which
the data from all five tests will_ be assembled and plotted. When the pupils
are seated, distribute the test booklets. to the proper children, placing them so
that Page 9 is facing up, as you say:) Today we are going to play another new
game. I will sho,w you how to play it as soon as I ha_nd out the pencils (or
crayons). (Distribute the pencils, or crayons, as you check that ea.ch child
has _Page 9 Jacing up.)
*Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point, as.you say:) Point to the
little red box at the top of the page, here. . . . Find a tree and a book. Under
the tree is the word that stands for tree. Under the book is the word that
stands for book. Find things that will help you remember what each word
looks like. / (Pause for approximately 5 seconds, If a watch is not available,
count to 5 at the rate of 1 count per second.) Here in the big red box are the
same·two words, and here are three pictures. I will draw a line from the top
word to the picture-in the same big box which that word stands for. (Point
to the appropriate words and pictures, as you say:) -The top word is like the
word under the book, here, so I drew the line to the book, here. You do that
n9w on youryaper ....
*Practice. Now I will draw a line from the.bottom word to the picture in
the big box which that word stands for. (Point to the appropriate words and
pictures, as you say:) The bottom word is like th~ word under the tree,
here, so I drew the line to the tree, here. You do that now op. your paper....
, 1. - Point to ~he little yellow box at the top of the page. . . . Find a gate
and a dog. Under the gate is the word that stands for gate. Under the dog
is the word that stands for dog. Find things that will help ·you remember
what each word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds, then say:)
In the big yellow box are the same two words and three pi,ctures. Draw
line from the top word to the picture in the same box which that word stands
_for. Do not cross any lines and do not go into an¥ other box. Stay in the
big yellow box... . (Give no further help. Pause while the children are
drawing the line.)
2. Now dra~ a line from thl:l bottom word to the picture which that word
stands for ....
J. P~int to the little blue box at the bottom of the page. Find ~n apple
and a nest. Under the appl.!) is the word that stands for apple. Under the ·
nest is the word that stands for nest. Find things that will help you remember what. each word looks like. ·(Pause for approximately 5 seconds.)
In the
big blue box are the same. two words
;:µd three pictures. Draw a line
,
I
from the top word to the picture in the·same big blue box which that word
stands for.. Stay in the big blue box....

4'.. Now draw a line from :the bottom. ·{vord
stands for. Stay.inside the box....

to thepicture which that ,vord'

5. Point to the little red box at the bottom 6f the page. . . . . Find a car and
a clock. - Under the car is the word that stands for car. Under the clock is
the word that stands for clock. Find things that will help ·you remeinber
what each word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) Here.
in the big red box are. the· same two words and three pictures. Draw a line
from the top word to the picture in the same box which that word stands
for. Stay inside the big red box. : ..
'

.

6. Now draw a line from the bottom word to the picture which that word
stands for. . . . (As soon as the children have finished drawing the, line,
hold up your test booklet and say:) Turn the page over, like this. . . . (Check

to make sure that each chilc,l now has Page 10 facing up in front of him.
Give help if it is needed in turning the page and then continue with the
directions for Page 10.)
·
Directions for Sco~ing
1

When Page 11 is completed, add the score for Page 9 to the score for Pages
10 and 11, not counting the two starred Practice Exercises on Page 9.
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Directions. for Administering

-12. Now draw a line from the bottom word to the picture which that word
stands for.. . . (As soon as the children have finished drawing the line, hold
up your test boo;ldet and say:) Turn the page ove~, like-this ..... (Check io
make sure that each child now has Page 11 facing up in front of him. Give
help if it is needed in turning the page, and then continue ,with the directions for Page 11.)
·

Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point, as you say:) Point to the

little blue box at the top of the page, here. . . . Find a-ehair and a hat. Under
the chair is the word that stands for chair. Under the hat is the word that
stands for hat. Find things that will help you remember what each word
looks like. , (Pause for approximately- 5 seconds.) Here in the big blue box
are·· the same two words, and here are three pictures. I will draw a line
from the top word to the picture in the same big box which that word stands
for. (Point to the appropriate words and pictures, as you say:) The top
word is like the word under the hat, here, so I drew the line to the hat, here.
You do that now on your paper....

Directions for Scoring

When Page 11 is completed, add the score for Page 10 to the score' for Pages
9 and 11, not counting the two starred Practice Exercises on Page 10.

*Practice. Now I will draw a line from the bottom word to the picture
in the big box which that word stands for. (Point to the appropriate words
and pictures, as you say:) The bottom word is like the word under the chair,
here, so I drew the lirre to the chai_r here. You do that now on your paper ....
7. Point to the little red box at the top of the page. . . . Find a bed and a
shoe.· Under the bed is the word that stands for bed. Under the shoe is
the word that stands for shoe. Find things that will help you remember
what each word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) In the
- big red box 'are the same two words and_three pictures. Draw a line from
the top word to the picture in the same box which that word stands for ....
(Give no further help.)
'

~

*ch~ir

chair

9. Point to the little yellow box at the bottom of the'·page. . . . Find a bird
and a flower. Under the lJi"rd is the word that stands for bird. Under the
flower is the word that stands for flower. Find things that will help you
remember what each word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.)
Here in the big yellow box are the .same two words and three pictures. · Draw
a line from the top word to the picture in the same big box which that word
stands for. ...

)$
bird

~

10. Now draw a line from the bottom word to the picture which that word
.stands for ....

flower
,

19

~

@

hat

bed

'
~

hat

8. Now draw a fine from the bottom word to the picture which that word
stands for. Stay inside the red box ....

)}., Point to the little blue box at the bottom of the page. . . . Find a box
':a boy. Under the box is the word that stands for box. Under the boy
J'l, word that stapds for boy. Find things that will help you remember
/ h word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) Here in
··~e. pox are the same two words and three pictures. Draw a line from
·~F@' to thP nid,lJrP in thi> SHrnP hox whir.h t.hHJ. wnrrJ stHnrls for

~
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Directions for Administering

*

18, Now draw a line from the bottom word to the picture which. that word
stands for. . . . (When this last exercise has been- marked, say:) This is the
last of these games. . Turn the page over, like this, so that the picture of a
clown is facing up. (Collect the test booklets as you talk with the children
about the various games that they have played and which ones they liked the.
best.)
·

Practice. (Hold up a copy of the test and point, as you say:) Point to the
little yellow box at the top of the page, here. . . . Find a rabbit and .a kitten.
Under the rabbit is the word that stands for rabbit. Under the kitten is the
word that stands for kitten:· Find things that will help you remember what
each: word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) Here in the
big yellow box are the same two words, and here are three pictures. I will
draw a line from the top word to the picture in the same big box. which that
. word stands for. (Point to the appropriate words and pictures, as you say:)
The top word is like the word under the rabbit, here, so I drew the line to the
rabbit, here. You do that now on.your paper....

Directions for Scoring

Count the number of exercises that are correctly marked on Pages 9,'10, and
11, except for the two starred Practice Exercises on each page. Give no
credit for any exercises i11 which more tb,an one line has been drawn from
a word to the pictures. Each line that is con:ectly drawn to the proper P!Cture
is counted as one point.
·

*Practice. Now I ,vill draw a line from the bottom word to the picture
in the big box which that word stands for. (Point to the appropriate words
and pictures, as you say:) The bottom word is like the word under'the kitten,
here, so I drew the line to the kitten, here. You do that now on your paper....

Enter the score for Test V, Page; 9, 10, and 11 (18 possible) in the blank at
the bottom of Page 11. Translate the point score for each test into a percentile score as explained on Page 4. Con~ect each point on the graph to
complete the profile. Interpret the findings as suggested on Pages 5-7.

13. Point to the little blue box at the top of the page. . . . Find a ball and a
house. Under the ball is the word that stands for ball. Under the house is
the word that stands for house. Find things that w1ll help you remember
what each word looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) In the
. big blue·box are the same two words and three pictures. Draw a line from
the top word to the picture in the same box which that ,rnrd stands for ....
(Give no· further help.)
14. Now draw a line from the bottom word

*
rabbit

'to the picture which that word

rabbit

stands for. ...

ball

*kitten·

is.

Point to the little red box at the bottom of the page. . . . Find a boy
climbing a fence and a girl eating. Under the boy climbing a fence is the
word that stands for climb. Under the girl eating is the word that stands
for eat. Find things that will help you remember what each word looks like.
(Pause f(Jr approximately 5 seconds.-) In the big red box are the same· two
words and three pictures. Draw a line from the top word to the picture in
the same box which that word stands for ....

kitten

16. Now draw a line from the bottom word to the picture which that word
.stands for ....
\

17. Point to the little yellow box at the bottom of the page. . . . Find a girl
jumping and a man riding on a horse. Under the girl jumping is the word
that stands for jump. Under the man riding on a horse is the word that
star{ds for ride. Find things that will, help ,Yf''} remember what each word
looks like. (Pause for approximately 5 seconds.) In the big yellow box
are the same two words and three. pictures. Draw a line from the top word
to the picture in the same box which that word stands for ....
?()

\

ball~

house/
house
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*
- rabbit
rabbit

ball

*kitten

ball

house
house

kitten

.

eat

Jump

climb

ride

.,.
1""'9!111-

eat

.........~ , \ \ I

ride
SCORE FOR TEST V, pages 9, 10, and 11 (18 possible) _ _ __
(Do not count the 6 starred Practice Exercises)

*
book

tree

*tree

. book

apple

nest

car

clock

car

co··

clock

22 - ·

chair

~

hat

*chair. .

flower

bird·

flower

bed

shoe
shoe

hat

bird

bed

box

boy
box

*
. · ~

'

I

0

~ 0
' [J

\\1
SCORE !FOR TEST IV, pages 7 and 8 (17 possible)_....._ __
(Do not count the 3 starred Practice Exercises)

*

·~.-M.
~~vv

·A\~.:.

~

DATE

12.1

*

j)

SCORE FOR TEST Ill, pages 5 and 6 (15 possible)
(Do not count the 3 starred Practice Exercises)

*

*

0

SCORE FOR TEST II, pages 3 and 4 (17 possible) _ _ _ __
(Do not count the 3 starred Practice Exercises)

I I
l*of I
I I
I I
I I
wm
I
I
I I
I I
*do

how

do

go

for

off

of
of

how now who

so

on
hot

man pan man ·many men

I
I I
I
I
I
I
I I
l.··play I
I
I
I
I
I

well · with will

run

big_

NAM

till

rub

sun

run

•
dog
pig

big

boy

ran

horse

horse home house .shore

made

make .made male . wade·

[ stop

-

·spot
pay

',

. tops . stop

Jay

. plan · play

when . there

[ says

said

DATE
-

rays

looking

hear

pots

[~~ere

looked

)

her

there

soon moon soon some noonl
''

here.

here

where · here
'

boys.

locked

says.

I
I

I
I
I
I

looked

SCORE FOR TEST I a (14 possible) .
{Do not count the 2 starred Practice Exercises)

R 1.1

l*js I

:as

am,
mel
I
boy
youl
I

I I
I
I
I
I
I
[ I
had

•

1S

·my

•

so

. 1n
me.

he.

;yes

saw

.you:

.•. may

have .· bad

does

doe

Wirt

sent

want

w.ere

.name ,·same came

name

none

went

..

doll

all

cam3
ban

\\:aS

see

saw now

so

.on

no

I

no

shoe

goes

·~-- f:~fr~~ . :,.,~·,-i:;,,,a..,_-,;,.:

"!!Ab.~~..:;

.has, had

bell

I
II
I IweOt I
I
I rrode ; road
does

I Iii

com~home come comb
ban

...

one

.

~~e :de

rod

dull

pull

~~ei:

,there

them

hive

line

· live

_.,,

····pull

~\

~

I [:~~reI
I
I
live

oiggen

put

play
-

••

/ ;.. ·~-· ?lo'

iilli

love

biggest

I

•

llll

here

I
I

bigger

I

.b~ggar

SCORE F,OR TEST f b (15 possibfe)-IDo not count the 1 starred Practice Exercise) .
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GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 ( First Half)

Type 1. Word Recognition

FORM 1

Write your name here
How old are you? .

fWhen is your birthday?.

Grade

School

Date

~t'~~z

did
~
' f
.

"'}'{"•

[i'-~

,~,~'!
~

.

egg

may

make

dog

two

come

milk

be

bed

bag.

she

To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of -the
page {with your help). 4. Instructions to children: "I want you to look at the first picture, ,this one up here (holding up yqur
copy and pointing to the picture of the dog). Next to it there
'are some words. One of the words goes with the picture. You
are to draw a ring around that one word that tells about the pic'ture. Put your finger on the word that belongs with the picture.
What is it? (Let one child answer.) That's right, 'dog.' The
·four words are 'did,' 'egg,' 'dog,' and 'two' (pointing to the
words on your own copy and making sure children look up at
your copy). We are going to draw a ring around the word 'dog'
because that's the one that tells the most about the picture.
·Everyone find the word 'dog' on your paper and draw a ring
'around it. (Check to make sure children have marked the correct
·worcf.) Now look: at the box right underneath that one. Find
,the word there that goes with the picture. What is it? (Let a
.child answer.) That's right, 'bed.' The four words are 'be,' 'bed,'
'bag,' and 'she.' We are going to draw a ring around the w::>rd 'bed'
because that's the one that tells us the most about the picture.
;Everyone find the word 'bed' and draw a ring around it. (Check
·to make sure that each child has marked the' correct word. Con,tinue in the same way for the third and fourth boxes. When you
are illustrating with your copy ask children to look up if need be.)

'

ur;;

1
'
~
I
'

play
house-

Do not open your books µntil I tell you to. Now I am going
to show what we are to do next. On the inside of the book are
some more pictures and w~rds. (Examiner holds up copy of th~
test showing 'the inner pages.) You are to do the first one, then
the next one below it, etc. (Examiner points down first column,
then second, etc., and also demonstrates order on all three pages.)
As soon as you have drawn a ring around the one ~ord for one
picture, go right ahead and do the next one. Now remember,
first you are to look at the picture, then at the words next to the
picture, then find the one word that goes best with the· picture
and make a ring around that one word. Make a ring ar9und one
word only for each picture. Do you understand? All right. Open
your books and BEGIN. Go ahead.''· 5. Inspect the work of
each child; see that each works from top to bottom of columns·
and that each follows the pages in-order. Urge children individually to try the examples in order but do not tell them the answers. Dis<c_ourage dawdling over difficult problems; tell them to
try the next. watch for children who make rings indiscriminately and tell them to make op.ly one ring for each picture. 6.
The signal STOP is given at the end of 15 minutes. Collect
papers immediately. 7. The score is the number of exercise5
marked correctly. minus one-third the number-incorrect. If more
than one word in an exercise is marked, that exercise is scored ·
as incorrect. For further details see the Manual of Directions.

[
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'horse
hose

. bed

boy

sea

men

fly

not

sun

may

can

put

foot

, soup

red

door

four

hen

has.

hay

how

pan

get

fan

toy'

say

out

dark

corn

sit

barn

ball

bell

bear

star

read

run

.

pig
king

I

·song

kite

find

top

try

hot

cap

want

hand

have

wind

~';-0
\ ·lit,

'/

1\

'c..,'

~.

~
~

I,r

water· walks

/\ I

('~Y.,:-i.,r::~\'
r· ~- #··

r~.'-~J~. ~if~
J,,,,~

~~ ~.~ ., ~ -.
I

'

..

'

paper

gates

keep

sleds

sleep

trees
back

"";

buy

fox

fans

bow

new

mice

.

face

·
~
·
'
'
.
....
A,.
j

fix

lie

hear·

lip

tie

hair

pair

frog

flag

find

stand

.
.

# ~ ' -••

'

said.

.

,

-

/'

floor

clap

sand

stair

more

· stick .

. goat

boat

story

· store

gold

road·

ride

hide

farmer
father

;,/}'//~{·

;l

I.

-

/

!111*:,,'
0
'/1//1/
~

,

I

;I '//

•

warmer

.

hill

made

crow

drop

rain

ran

. again

cow

.across

clock

chalk

hour

·. soup

block

clean

south

soap.

grow

blow

pick

rock

bow

slow

pies

pink

.

'

'

rats

I'/,

. II

falling ·

..

)

· _liking · walking .

winds

· · wanting talked

:finding . · throw ·

window ·

-

.

I

drop

j

-light

lost

stop

fight

lifts

wheat wheel

··mile

maid

. mail

.nail

shot

.-

wept

meat

town

throw

comer

crow

nver

cocoa

leaf·

took

roof

leave

left

room

··root

bark.

band

change

· talk

·bank

thank

cluck

chalk

wore

wood

lies

fork

word

lily

only

smile

smell

rock·

·cock

while

mile

cook

coit

last

take.

drive

.dirty

like',

lake

live

divide

!

-·il2

twelve
· loaf

,);.

: ,,,.

..

.

'

cover

lady

,:.~·;_~',/,

--,

'

'

·-~

GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)

Type 2. Sentence Reading

FORM 1

How old are you?
School ....... . ........... Grade

Thi~ is a boy.
This is a girl. II
This is a box. Ill

The girl has a book.
The box is on the bed. 11
The cat has a ball. Ill
lfo the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute
papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at top of page (with your help).
!l. Instructions to chJldren: "We are going to see how well you can
read. Do you see the sentences and the pictures in the boxes on the
front page of your booklet? Everyone look at the first sentence-up
here (illustrating with your own copy). What does it say? (Have child
P.ead the sentence aloud.) Yes, it says 'This is a boy.' Now look at the
pictures in the box beside the sentences. Which one tells the same thing
(or story) as the sentence? Yes, that's right, the boy. Now notice the
line at the end of this sentence, 'This is a boy.' How many lines are
there? One. That is right. Now draw one line on the picture of the
boy to show that it tells about this sentence, like this (illustrating with
four own copy). (Check to,see that they all have marked it correctly.) Now look at the second sentence. What does it say? (Have child
read sentence aloud.) Yes, that is right, it says 'This is a girl.' Now
!ind the picture that goes with this sentence. Which one is it? That's
right, the picture of the girl. Put your finger on it. Do you see the
lines at the ehd of this se.ntence? How many are there? Two. That is
right. Now draw two lines on the picture of the girl to show that it
goes with that sentence, like this (illustrating with your own copy).
(Check to make sure that they have marked it correctly.) Now look at
sentence right under that one. What does it say? Yes, it says

·"f

'This is a box.' Can you find the picture of the box? Everybody put
your finger on it. How many marks are we going to put on it? That's
right, three, because there are three lines after the sentence, 'Tliis is a
box.' " (Continue in same fashion through second exercise.) "It is very
important to see how many lines follow each sentence and to draw the
same number on the right picture. Be very careful about this! Now,
turn over the first page. Here are some more pictures and sentences. I
want you to read these sentences and mark the pictures just as we did
before. Be sure to mark the picture with one line if the sentence is
followed by one; with two lines, if the sentence is followed by two; and
with three lines, if the sentence is followed by three. As soon as you
finish one sentence, go on to the next. I want you to do as many as
you can before I say 'STOP.' If one sentence is too hard for you, don't
spend too much time on it, but go on to the next one. Do you understand? All right! BEGIN." 5. Inspect the work of each child; give
individual instructions when needed. Discourage long delays over diffi~
cult problems; tell the pupil to try the next. Watch for failures to
mark the pictures according to instructions. 6. Say "Stop" at the end
of 15 minutes. Collect papers immediately. Children who failed to follow directions should be retested under supervision. 7. The score ls:
Number of exercises (that is, the number of pictures) which are
correctly marked.
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The boy· runs.
The cat runs. II
The boy eats. Ill ,

This is a ball. I
This is a house. 11
This is a dog. Ill

This is a hat. I
This is a coat. 11
This is a man. Ill

The door is open. I
The child has a doll. II
The bird is flying. 111

The baby has a box.
The cow is eating. II
The woman has a dress. I11

-·The duck likes the water.
}

l

The kitten is white. II
The face is pretty.

111

Mother is writing a
letter. I
This mouse is little. II
The snow is falling. Ii I
The woman has a basket.
This is a picture of a
knife. II
This is a picture of a
wagon. Ill
The teacher has a pencil.
The children like to
skate. II
· This bottle is full of ink. Ill
. Here is a tall policeman.
This donkey has some
hay. II
This automobile is new. Ill

.1

.This is the office key.
Here are peaches and
pears. II
·Mother is cleaning some
clothes. 111
· This is the roof of a barn.
The teacher ·makes a
sign. II
The elephant stands ·. near
a tent. Ill
This is a bottle of poison ..
This picture shows an
ear and an eye. II

This stove smokes
badly. Ill
This woodpecker lives in a
big tree. I
This shirt is made of silk. II
There is dirt on this suit. Ill
The princess starts on a
journey. I
This is a strong, pleasant
person. II
The young daughter has
pretty clothes. 111

-

.

,

--

-

/

GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 ( First Half)

Type 3. Paragraph_ Reading .
FORM 1

rrrite your name here
~hen 1s your birthday? .

.

late . .

How old are . you? .
. ·School·

1. -Put an X on the- ball.

. . . . . -· . . .

Grade

3. Draw a line under the little

book.

2. Put

an X on the milk

4. Draw a line -from the

to the tree.

bottle.
mo the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute
P,apers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of the page. 4. Instruc~ibns to children: "We are going to see how weff you can read. Do you
see the stories and pictures on the front page of your booklet? Everyone look at the first story-up here (illustrating with your own copy).
~hat does it say to do? (Have child answer.) That's right, put an X
l!n the ball. Everyone find the ball and put an X on it. Be sure you
[fut it right on the ball. · (Check to see. that they all have marked it
G~rrectly.) Now look at the box right under that one. What does this
lf~ry tell you to do? (Have ch.ild answer.) That's right, put an X on
Gile milk bottle. Everyone find, the milk bottle on your paper and put
an X on it. Be sure to put it 0n the bottle exactly as the story asks you
t@. (Check to make sure it is done correctly.) Now look at the first
!9x on the next side--up here (illustrating with your OWJ:\ paper).
~hat· does the story say to do? (Have pupil ·answer.) That's ·right,
"taw a line under the little book. Be sure you find the little book, and
·¢·sure you draw the line under it exactly as the story asks you to.
iCheck to make sure papers:are marked correctly.) Now look.at the.~x under that one. What does this story ask you to do? (Have pupil
, ;wer.) That's right, draw a line from the pig to the tree. Do it on
i!'Jpur paper. Be sure it goes from the pig to the tree ~xactly as the

story asks you to. (Check to make sure it is done correctly.) Do not
open your books until I tell you to. Now I am going to show ypu
what we are to do next. On the inside of the book are some more pictures. and'. stories. (Examiner holds up a copy of the test showing t'he
inner pages) You are to do No. 1 (Examinei; points to it on his own·
copy), then go on ai:id do No. 2, then do the next one, and the next
one, etc. (Examiner points down first column, then second, etc.;, and
also demonstrates order on all three pages.) As soon as you have finished one story, you must go right ahead and do the next one right below it. · Now remember, first, you are to read the story below the picture; then you are to fake your pencil and do exactly what the story
t~lls you to do. Do you understand? All· right. Open your books and',
BEGIN. Go ahead." 5. Inspect the work of each child; see that each,
works from top to bottom of columns and that each follows the pages,
in order. Urge the children individually to try the examples in order
but do not_tell them the answers. Discourage dawdling over difficult
problems; tell them to try the next. 6. The signal STOP is given• at the
end of 20 minutes. Collect papers immediately. 7. The score is thenumbe_r of directions which are followed correctly. The mark made:, ,
must be the one which is specified in "the. story" to be. correct. Forfurther details with .respect to this test see the Manual of Directions-.
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6. Draw a line under the
·. t~.at is running.

1~ Put an X ·on the dog.

···~

·~.~~-:

.....~A-

-LJf

-~.-. ~·
·,

.. - .

.

-._

'

7. · Put an X on one of the rats. ',

2. Put an X on the hen.

?

~
~

·••· :n

~ .

-

.

3. Draw .a. line under the long
train.

s.

Draw a line- wider the table,:
the cat sits on.

9. Put an X on the
4. Put an X on ,the· big two.

the street.

5. .Draw a line under the white
goat.

10. Draw a line under the fat,:
bear with the dish.

.J

~
__
-'
-__

.

__

-

.15. The mother told the boy to put
11. Put an X on the boy who is - his ball in the box. Draw a line from, the ball to the box~
holding -his cap ,over the dog's head.

12. One of _these three things can
- tell you the· time. Draw - a line
under it.

16. What would a little child go under if it rained? · Put an· X. on. . theplace where -the little child would go.
.

.

'

.

.

13. Here are seven little soldiers.
17. A mother told her boy to jump
Draw line under the feet of four - into the car and stay there~ D!aw
of these soldiers.
- a line from' the boy to the car.

a

r' /J -;-_

~

cat·
/

J14. Here .are three ways of writing
- ''cat." Draw a line under the one
you ·think is poor writing.

18.. Thre,..e -children .are · playi:pg0;;: ,,game. They are, playing .in ~~p,j; Draw a line from one_ . Qf/ 7
children to the ball 011 th~.>~fJ

~ii

. j

19. ·"Put your hat next to the coat,"
_said Mother to the boy. Draw a line
from the hat to a hook on the wall
where the· hat may be hung.

23. F~ther should· have · his coai
cleaned. .He dropped some ._.butte.~
on it when he was eating. Make a~
X on the store to which· ·he would!
go to have his coat cleaned.
- _;~
•

~1

I

j

-

Cl

]

~~

ff

.

~j
~--

_,i
~

-~

20. A .boy was told to write his name
-on the· first line of the paper. Look
· -for the place where his name should
be, and P\lt an X on it.
-

'

I

I

~

•

'

.LJ
l-CJ4

24. A boy had five cents:~ _ He wenu
to buy some can~y. o.n the w~y t~
the store he saw some big apples. H~
got an apple. ·nraw a line under th~
thing the boy· got with his money. )

·.~·
'

2-1. Here is a bed _in a room. A·
child· sleeps j.n the bed. The window is closed. It should be open.
Put an -X on what should ·be open.

25. You must not cross the stre·e~
when you see the word, "Stop." Yo~
may cross the -street when you s~~
the word, "Go/' Make an X on th,~
word that tells you it !S time to eras~
the street.
i
1

/tl".
,

.

'''" llv,--

~

·'Ya;i

.-:tr .

.,4....

,.- -~~

22. The children are playing a game.
They· hold hands and ·make a ring.
The child who is ''it"- is out of the
_, ring.' Draw a line under the child
· who is '.'it."
-

26. - ''Which road . shall I take~j
asked the man. "Take the road th~1i
goes by the house," said a boy. "D!~
not take the road_ that runs up tij~
hill." Draw a -line showing whie~
road the man was told to take..
J!
:"..:1

-~

